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1 INTRODUC TION 
I 
\!he 70mm Hand Held General Purpole Camera for ule 
by the altronauta in the Gemini Ipacecraft. lerves aa a tool 1.)1' 
technical and !lcientific photography during or'bital flight. ~ it ap-
plied to photography of the ground with high-relolution panchromatic 
film. and with near infrared film. In .1.ddition. \~~ it uled for ultra-
violet photog!'aphy of ea.rth and Ipace objects o! iL.tereat. For thele 
realonl. the camera it equipped with three lenael. chosen to provide 
high aperture Ipeed and tranlmittance in the Ipectral rangel lelected. 
The Ipectral range in which the lenlel are to be well corrected il 
largely determinr" by the films selected. The ultraviolet aenlitive 
film reapondl to radiation froln approximately ZZ50A to 4800A. with 
lome additional response down to ZOOOA. The infrared sensitive film 
re,p~'lnd. up to 9800A, where it it ten timel leiS sensitive at tbil 
wavelellgth. compared to SOOOA. ita peak of sensitivity. Finally, the 
high relolution panchromatic film reapondl to radiation from below 
4000A to oSOO}.. The transmittance of the ultraviolet. vilual. and near 
infrared camera lensel mUlt therefore be compatible. 
One mode of operation of the ultraviolet len I and camera 
caUl for the inltaUation of a reflectiAl diffraction gratin,. to obtain 
ultra-violet _pectra of an object of interelt brought to the center of the 
field of view. However. another mode of ultraviolet operation calla 
for the installation of a wedge-priam of fUled lilica in front of tba 
camera len_. for obtaining ultraviolet Ipectra oI objectl allover the 
field of view. Th~refore. the resolution performance o£ the ultraviolet 
lena is ~equired to ba as high al fealible allover the field of view. 
The modes of operation of the camera for vi_ual and near infrared 
photography a180 call for the high.at feaalbla relolution performance, 

















The camera will be used for photography from within 
the Ciemini spacecraft, and, on occasion, outside the spacecraft. 
Becau.e of the cranlped space where the camera will be used for 
photography from inside the vehicle, the overall len,-th of the 
camera from the filters. or wedge -prism ,[When u8e\l, to tl.le bac;k. __ _ 
must not be greater than approximatHly 5' inches. Thus, the 
len.ea mU8t not be longer than approximately 4. Z5 inches from 
front sc.rface to film plane. In addition, the lenses mllJ t be as 
light-weight as practical. Two of the three lenses currently 
avallable with the Maurer JOmm Camera meet. requirements 
outlined above, while the third lens available with the 'camera was 
selected on the basis of the maximum aperture feasible, with the 
photography restricted to the visible spectral range, this lens 
having a speed of flO. 95. 
A stu.dy of the operation and pI-AYlical eharacterietic. 
of the Maurer 70mm Hand Held Camera revealed the need 
£01' lnvesUaating the feas-ltiliity o£-obtAtrdng a single lens which would 
nu,et all of the requirements outHned above. Eliminating the flO. 95 
lens from this cOl)8ideration, the following characteristics were 








Focal length: 80mm 
Apertve ratio: flZ 
Spectral :range: ZOOOA to 10, OOOA 
Angula.r field: 50° ,4000A to 10, OOOA 
300 , ZOOOA to 4000A 
R.solution (high contrast USAF 1951 targ~t.): 
24 AWAR in UV 
200 Axis in VIS 
75 AWAR in VIS 
28 AWAR in IR 
Acceetable 
75 to 85 rr:m 
f/3 
ZZOOA to 9000A 
45°, 4000A to 9000A 
Z5°, ZZOOA to 4000A 
17 AWAR in UV 
75 Axis in VIS 
50 AWAR in VIS 
24 AWAR in IR 









7. Between-len. Shutter: 1/500 second to 1 second 
8. Focu~ing: 3 feet to infinity 
9. PhYI leal length 
front to fUm plane: 4 inches 4.25 inch •• 
10. Maxim um I' ea r lens 
element diameter: 1.875 inches 
The optical performance of a .ingle lena for the 
\ 70mm Camera deltgned to meet the desirable or a.cceptable 
specificatioDs set forth above, should include the study of the 
following characteristics: 
1. ?vIaterials, their indice!l of reft'action, range of 
transmia.don for thicknellil 0(5 cm, their 
• 
optical workability, and their physical charactert.Uc. 
from the standpoint of meeting the environmental 
conditions of launch and recovery from orbit, and 
use in the spacecraft in orbit. 
2.. The chromatic aberration reaidual when com bina-
-""!!'""-~~~-....... -~---tiona of available materials are selected. 
3. The chronlatic variation of apberical aberration. 
The employment of aspheric techniques has been 
specificaUy omitted, due to th~ extreme difficulty 
of producing satisfactory a.pheric surfaces for 
ultraviolet use, in ultraviolet tranamitting materials. 
4. OU -axil aberrations, and tbeir variation with wavelen,th. 
5. Reduction to, and mtintenanee of the required 
















Renective versus Re!ractive Optics 
In consideration of the chromatic aberration problema 
aSlociated with I he development of a lens utilizlDI refractive 
elements. it would seem that some type of reflective. or catadioptric 
optical system milht meet the design specifications (see Figure I). 
An analysis of lIuH,l)le renective system8 with the final focal 
surface external to the optical train. quickly showl that the 
angular field required cannot be met. Angular fields of SO to 100 
represent the practical limit. in terms of the other optical spec;1fl- , 
cations in thh desigrl 8tudy. Figur£. 2, taken from the Bausch. 
Lomb final report shows the rapid vi.gnetting, or lOIS of effective 
aperture as the field angle is increased. in one typical folded 
renective system. where the Coc",s is external. 
WORK, DONE 
OutGtandlng optical companies were contacted and 
asked to p,,'opose feasibility study of these specifications. omitting 
the between-lens shuLter requirement. Many of these declined to 
submit a bid. or those who replied, two were selected on the 
basis of their technical information on the proposed optical design 
study, and the time schedule allowed for the completion of the 
optical design study. These are~ 
\' 10 . Bausch & Lomb, Inc. 
Rochester, New York 
2. Diffraction Limited. Inc. 
Bedford, Massachusetts 
Purchase orders were issued to these two companies 
prior to November 19, 1964. Both companiep. ~dvise1 that a 
satisfactory study and report could be completed on or about 
March 15, 1965, and that each would submit monthly progress 
letters containing information substantially in keeping with the re-
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nAPBI 1. Sq • ..tio Di,=u of I 'hptp,1 alt141qptriA 19a 
Ligh~ enters tbe thick curved cOl'rectlDg leu 0Jl the lett, aid 
is ref leo ted by the _ill COIlcav. mirror os the right. The 00lml1'11III 
11ght i8 re..retlocted br tM mirrored sr.. ia tbe oeDter ot tM baok 
surface of' the oorrectiag all •. The 11ght i. firlallr tocsus.ed lIP01l the 
film plane, ahova dotted CD the tar right. '1'h1e 8111tell shows a aiD 
Ifiirtr~ of approximately tIl.') speed, with the r~ speed equal to t/3. 
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so FIELD HALF ANGLE o 
m.. 2. ~ .h~21' YisMUbg Lo,. pt • CMM sr'W:9tWioPtri , 
"" of II apeMun "Uip 91' til. M Ibm ip linn .. • 
"!laiDl that the .eoODdary airrar 18 halt u lar,e •• the pr1al7 
tDirrOl' 1D • oaWioptrio .rate. ot .. aperture ratio ot t/J, thi. graph 
abell. tbat the Y1pettiDs loa. ia a tull atop wben the halt-tield aDlle 
i. just oyer 60 , .. the total tleld i. 12°. BalargiDg tbe eeoODlary 
1Id.rrar redu.. the traumi.sloD at 00 evell 1IlO'N, but vi thout lIUCb la-
CNa .. ia tbe acceptable aDgUlar field. 
- 6 -
.. ~"~;.' .I, .. 
--.~ 
______________________ ~A4;------------------------
A review of the technical propollall submitted by each 
of the above companiel prior to the i.auance of the purchaae ol'dera, 
indicated that each wO'.lld follow clolely, tbe 11at of optical-phYlical. 
characterilitci to be atudied as given in the previoul a.ction of thil 
report, and lubatantially in the order indicated. Thil report wUl re-
view and aummarize the reauUd "btained by each company al exprelled 
in their mOllthly and final ltudy report I, tOlether with concurrent 
di,cuasionli held between J. A. Maurer, IDe. optical perlonnel, and 
the optical perlonnel of each of the companiel, duriq the prolrell of 
tbe atudi.a. 
IU. RESULTS 
A. Optical Materiala 
Both Baulch" Lomb and Diffraction Limitel! commenced 
their activities with detailed revievi and analYlis of the ."tailable materiall, 
their cbaracteriatica. and tbe index of refraction elata. Both compaDiea 
prepared liata of all of the known optical or clear cryataU1ne materiala 
which tranamit tbe ultraviolet down to the ~OOOA-~ZOOA re,ion. Many 
were quickly eliminated on the baL,t .• clf being very hygrolcopic. For ex-
ample, sodium chloride cryatal tranlmit. latilfactority down to ~OOO 
Aniatr~tn'. However, becaule it il readUy loluble in water, tbe pro .. 
duction of an optical lurfaco of high quality for the ultraviolet in todium 
chloride'is beyond the present state of optician la art. In addition, by,ro-
Icopic materiall are unluitable becaule of the rapid deterioration of the 
poUlhed 8urfacet when expoled to ambient ail', wbere tbe relative bwnicl1ty 
may ranle aa high aa 100". Amona tbe materiall which trailimit ultra-
violet radiation, but are hiahly lutcer,Uble to water vapor .are: lodium 
chloride. potal.1um chloride, potas.ium bi'omide, lodium iodide and 
potaalium iodideo Other materials were eliminated becaul. of their 
double refru, tion. 
Both companies rapidly narrowed the field of luitable material. 
to the following: (1) fUled .ilica, (Z) calcium or lithium fluoride, ~ 
(3) UV arade lappbire. Botb companiel expres.ed lerioul doubtl about the 
applicability of lappMre, principally because of the ablenc. of aatufactory 
index of refraction data below ~537A, but allo becaul. of its aCIWD absorp-
tion at ZlOOA, and ita birefringence. In the laUer cale, thia could be cir-

















relpect to the len. optical axil, but the fir.t two reason. placed 
seriou. doubts about ita ultimate uaefum ••• , without a .eriou. limitatioll of tranami •• ion b.low 2300A. 
Aa a r •• ult of the material .CUdie. performed by tbe 
two comp,wel, eaen .elected a combination of fuaed li11ca with one 
of the fluotid.s. Bausch It Lomb chose lithium fluoride, while Diffraction Limited .elected calcium fluor. ide. Lithium fluoride. in combination with fu.ed si11cal/ exhibit. le.s axial .econdary 
chromatic aberration than does the combination of calc.ium fluoride 
and fuued silica. Bau.ch 1£ Lomb report. this on the baai. of avail-
able index of refraction data (lee Figure 1 - Bausch It Lomb final 
rf!port in appendix). The partial diaperlion. from which thia deterrn-!nation wa. made are of .ufficient accuracy a. ob~d from pubU.hed data without the requirement of more detailed analyai.,. However, both li.th1um fluoride and calcium fluoride are 8Uahtly soluble in water, and both exhibit eenaitiv!ty to mechanical and thermal shock. Bauach. Lomb haa had con.iderable experience in the fabrication of calcium fluoride optical elements for semi-apochromatic micro.cope obJectivea. They state tha" calcium fluoride is a relatively delicate material for 
optical element.. Lithium fluoride crystals .. re known to possess a greater .ensitivity to thermal shock. Yet. previou. experience, notably by Barne. Engineering Company and by Farrand Optic&! Company, with the fabrication of lenl elements larger than 12mm in diameter. of lithium fluoride shows that it need not be a prohibitive problem. even considerina the envIronmental specifications of the 70mm canlera for USf! in the Gemini 
spacecraft. Thus. the choice between the two fluorides remaina just about 
equal. 
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1. Trani. UV: Excellent, lell than 5" absorption at ZOOOA 
Very IOod, lei. than 10'fo ablorption at ZOOOA 
Good, le •• than 10,_ abr-orption at ZZOOA 
--
Fair, less than 10,. ablorption at Z500A 
Poor, more than 10% aba orption at ZSOOA 
Z. Trani lR: Excellent, l.sl than 0.1% ablorption at 10000A 
Very lood, lell than 1" .blorption at 10000A 
Good, leal than 51ft ablorption at IOOOOA 
Fair, less than 10% ablorption at 10000A 
Poor, more than 10% ab.orption at 10000A 
The above cataloriel are determined on the balil of ablorption per 
centimeter thickness of material, a. r~Dorted in the literature. 
- .. 
3. Index UV: Good, known to + 0.0001 for all wavelengthl down to 
-
ZOOOA. 
Fair, known to .:t. O. 001 for all wavelengtha to ZOOOOA 
Poor, not known below lSOOA. 
4. Inde x IR.: Good. known to 1: 0.0001 at wavelenaths to 10000A 
Fair. known t.o .:t. O. 001 &\.t waveienltha to 10000A 
Poor, not known in range 70000A to 10000A 
- 10 -
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s. Part. Dilp.: Known, baled on very g()od or exeellent index ill UV 
Fair, known to !:. 0.005 in index range in UV 
Poor, not better than .±. 0.01 in UV range 
6. Birefr.: Kn",wn, double refraction but uniaxial. 
7. Resist moisture: 
Excellent, no observable deterioration after 
2.4 hours e:lCp0sure to atmosphere. 
Very iood, no observable lurface deterioration 
af~er 8 hours exposure to atlnoaphere. 
Good, nc) ob.ervable surface deterioration after 
2. houri exposure to a.tmosphere. 
Fair, no observable surface deteriora.tion alter 1 hClur 
exposure to atInos phere. 
Poor, no observable surface deterioration after 
10 minute exposure to atmos phere. 
None, immediate surface deterioration upon exposure 
to atmosphere. 
The atmosphere condition. to whieh theae material. are submitted to 
.~.t~t».~8h these eatagories are: 80· F with 80" relative hiunidit:. at s.a 
l ~ev.,l .. preslure. Surface deterioration il vilually judaed a.fter drying by 
warming to 100 0 F in dry air for bO minutes, Ol' until oblervable condenla·· 
tion has di .. appeared. These c:atagories are baled upon known values of 















8. ae.i.t temp. ~ ~xcell.nt •• urvive. temperature ri8e of 100· F 
in 00 minute •• 
Good, .urvive. te"np.rature ri.e of 100· F in 4 hour •• 
F&!!, su,rvive. temperature ri •• of 70· F in 8 houri .. 
Poor, .urvive. temperature rile of 40· F in 8 hour •• 
The.e catagorie. are ba.ed upon previou. environmental te.t. and 
experienced optician opinion of material. 
9. Surface poB.bing: 
Good, aur!ace preci.e to 80-50 polish quality and 
1/4 wave figure accuracy. 
Fair, surface preci.e to 50 ·30 poUsh quality and 
-
1/2. wave fjgure accuracy. 
Poor, .urface preci.e to 30-10 polish quality and 
1 wave figure accuracy. 
The above ca.t&gorie. are ba.ed upon work of experienced opticians 
familiar with these material •• 
It i. al.o noted that the index of refraction data uaed by Diffraction 
Limitecl wa. taken directly from their results of a literature survey. 
whereas Ba.ulch " Lomb performed a certain amount of smoothing of 
their data by computer. Even .0, the data proved to be substantially 
the lIame. Slight differences aroae in the computations of thtl residual 
chromatic aberration. performed by each company. The.e will be cU.-
cueled in the next .action. Both companies strel.ed, in their progre •• 
letter., the importance 01 baving reliable accurate index of refraction 
data on fu.ed silica and the two fluorides to at least 0.00002 at aU wave-
lengths down to ZOOO Angstroms. Such is not the ca.e, in.ofal" al com-
preh.neive •• arches of the technical literature revealedo Thus .ome 
interpolation and "smoothing" of the data is required, To illultrate the 
spread of value. appearing in index table. from the lource. noted, a 
brief 8wnmary of index qf refraction data. as obtained by Bau.ch • Lomb 
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3650 I I i 1.793SA 11.40128 1.44490:1.4889: 1.33484 I 1.5202~ q047 1~46962 11.46968 ! 1.18582 1.3983 1.44151!1.4844! 1a331.9Ji. 1 " 1.5612 
! 434~ 1.46670 1.46614 I 1.7814 1.3969! 1.4394911.48i8 i ,; 1.50503 . 
4861 1.46)13 i 1.46311 I !: ;'. i 1 
5461 !" 1.46008 11.46016 11.77018 1·3922 ! 1.4349411.4759 : 1.32~a: 1.49319i 
5892 I 1.458.51 1.45848 i 11.39206 I 1.43381il.4744 j 1.32)48, i 1.49042! 
I 
1.54430 1 , 
6438 I 1.-45671 1.45677 I 1.7655 I ! 1.43268 1.4130 ~ ~ 
6562 1;1.45631 1.45642 I 1.,39086 ! 1.43246f! 1.4128 ~ 1.32436\ 1.48725! 
7065 " I I' 1.1630) 11.3895 I 1.43161 t 1.4118 t 1.32312 I " 
_ A944 ; 1.75796 I 1a42966! I ! 
I ~960 : 1.45183 i 1.45181 r • I I ! i 
1.54068 1 
1.5334 I 
L!0139 i ______ 1____ i 1.1.?541 I __ : ~.42819 i 1.4685 1 1.32150'! 1.5319 
TABLE 2. Survey at Index at Hetr.etlon Data, Shoving Levels at Confldence at Values 
All data ln the above tables have an accuracy, as quoted by the source, of plus 
or minus 3 ln the last place. ~aps ln each material list is due to the absence ot data 
at least as good as the rest of the table tor that materlal. Sources: AlP: Amer. Inst. 
of Physics Handbk, ~hap. 6; NBS: National Bur. ot Stds, Maiitson, Rodney or Spindler; 
CorniQg: ~orning glass works data sheets. The asterlsk (*) lndlcates no available data 
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Transmission of a one 
centimeter thick sample 





FIGURB 3. Ultraviolet Transmission ot Optical Materiala 
The transmission curves shown above are for the mat-
erials selected by Bausch and Lomb, and by Diffracti~n 
Limited, as being the most practical for a well-corrected 
lens operating in the ultraviolet down to 2000 dngetroms. 
This data hal been derived from the mater1al specifications 
~lven in manufacturer's catalogs from: Harshaw Chemical 





















B, Chromatic Aberl'ation 
WhUe it is the opinion of mOlt optical enaineers that 
the performance -quality (,If a desian type cannot be judged uDtU a specific: desian hal been subltantially optimized, nevertheless analyses can be 
made of some of the aberrations. This is true in the case of chromatic 
aberration; chanae in effective and/or back focallengtb with wavelength. Since the Ust of available materials for use in a lens coverinl~ lOOOA to 10, OOOA, and meeting the other requirements given above, is \·.1"Y limited. the two companies studied the residual chromatic aberration (secondary spectrum) when only two materia.ls were used in com.bination to cortect for two wavelengthl, Diffracuon Limited gave a formula for determining the shift of focus at various wavel.natba for a combination 
ot fu&ed silica and calcium fluoride in a simplified desiln, and Bausch 
" LOII'J.b lilt.wile determined the residual chromatic aberration in the lens desigll they selected to begin with. The formula us.d by Diffraction Limited to determine the shift of focus for 9.'arious wavelenatha within the Ipectral range for 'Which a two-component lens has beeD achromatised. is given in their final report (cee Appendix). AI Dilfraction Limited notes, 
while this formula it based upon thin-lens optical Uieory, it is directly 
applicable to thick lens desiiD with small changes to the formula cun.tant •• The formula. is: 
( 1 ) (~); X nl(,~) - nl ------ Kl + Dl - 1 nz (j\)- nZ -. KZ nZ - J. 
where: X is a "quality factor of monochromatic a.berration 
'Torrection of the lens. It is always greater than urity. 
nl 'A) is the index of refrac;tion of the firilt optical 
rnaterial at the intermediate wavelenath. 
nl i8 the index of refraction at the long wavelength 
fOr which the two component lenl Me been a.c:hromatized. 
Kl is the optical power ol the ,fir8t component. 
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nz (AJ il limilar to D1 tA). but for tb •• lecond 
component. 
nz 11 timilar to n1' but for tbe lee and component. 
KZ il limilar to Kl, but for the tecond component. 
At ) i. the chanae in total optical power of tbe 
twO-component lena from the lona wavelen.gth for 
"blch it it corrected. t.o the intermediate WAve-
laDlth. 
By enterinl the appropriate valuel for tbe two materials .elected by 
Diffraction Limited, and setting A • 13. 33 diopter. (corre.ponding to a 
focal lett,ath of 75mm), the a.xial .econdary 'pectrum aberration it cal-
culated. Bautch it Lomb provided the aecondary Ipectrum curve far the 
material. they lelected. 
The two axial chJ"~:;tlatic aberration curves are ,iven in 
Figure 6 • Diffraction Limited Ihowed, by ule of the formula. bow tbe 
two correction wavelengths (for which. the leD8 material combination would 
be corrected) could be shifted. hut with tublequent changel in the blure 
circlel at other waveleDlth •• repre.enting the extremel. Bausch 81 Lomb 
indicated. however. that thelr delign choice led to an arrangement repre-
santing the be.t balance of blurring due to lecondary Ipectrum over the 
recommended 'pectral range. 
The results of the studies of secondary axial 'pectrtlm 
aberration ahow. that the aelection of material. is of vital importance. 
Diffraction Limited showed that, without regard to the further deteriorating 
effects of changes in the monochromatic aberration. with wavelength, the 
secondary axial spectrum already limits the achievable re.olution a value 
tbat i. far below the minimum acceptable 'l&lue, even for the ~.~~.~~!.l, 
range of 4000A to 10000A. Tbey ob~ned a value of O. 002435L~o~._t~J 
maximum 4A/A at &OOOA. For a lens of 75mm focal length and a'.pee" 
of f/3, the reaulting blur:s:ircle is 0.031 mm in diameter. 'l"hie leads to' 
















They prec:licted. therefore. that a lens carefully corrected for all 
aberrations could not yield acceptable resolution, if it were achromatized 
for two wavelengths between ZOOOA and 10000A. 
Diffraction Limited, therefore, proceeded to sUII •• t an 
alternate solution: by limiting the spectral range for anyone .eries 
of application., and by adding an interchangeable element which would 
cause the color corr.ction to shift properly. a len8 might result which 
would rrleet the performance requirements. at least those specification. 
classU~!ed in the work statement 80& "acceptable". 
Bau.ch " Lomb on the c-t:"er hand. accepted the exi.tence 
of the axial secondary spectrum aberration. and suggested another 
alternative. This method con:l1lt. of limiting the apectral range to one 
series of applications, and refocu8sing the Whole len. 'to the belt for' the 
selected range. Their final report includes H'tanU I curv.s, which show 
that axial re801uti.:m perfo'rmance may be achieved which can equal o~ 
surpass the values given in the work .tatement under the category of 
"acceptable", with refocussing to adjust the image sharpne •• in the 
spectral region. ZZ.OOA to 4000A, 4000A to 7000A. and 7000A to 10000A. 
and addinl filters to limit the spectral reaponse of the camera to the.e 
spectral regions respectively. However, the variation of back focal 
length they computed for the spectral region ZZOOA to 4000A is 0.53: mm. 
At f/3, and with the focul set for Z500A, the image blur due to axial 
·Jecondary spectrum is 0.089 mm. corresponding to approximately 11 line. 
per mm resolution. Thul the design suggested by Bausch Ie Lomb, when 
achromatized for 4000A to 7000A. still does not yield acceptable resolu-
tion in the ultraviolet. due to axial secondary .pectrum only, without 
f1lrther regard to the monochromatic aberrations 0 This low resolution 
can be improved by stopping the lens down. which increales the depth-of. 
focus, and decreases the blur circles due to the axial secondary .pectrum. 
At f/5, Bausch" Lomb note8 that the axial resolution can be ~etter than 
Z.O linea per mm for the spectral range Z.Z.OOA to 4000A. The chart sbown 
in Figure 9. 3. 1. 1 doe. not show this directly, lince the data liven there 
is a·reflection of the expected sphero-chromatilln. 
• 
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It 11 known, from typical optical desiin techniques. that 
Ipherochromatism can be arranged to reduce the deleterioue effects 
of axial color. For example. if the :spherical aberration at tbe wav"-
lenath for which th~ axial focus is long, is under-corrected lomewhat, 
and the epherical aberration for the wavelength at whic h the axial focue 
is short, il over-corrected by approximately tha same amount, the net 
result is an improvement in achieved resolution and sharpnesa for all 
wavelengths between the two extremes. This deeign technique il fre-
quently employed in the final stages of a specific optical design, BaUlch 
Ie Lomb, in their final report (.Figures 9. 1. 1. 1 throuah 9. 1. 1. 9) show 
that the Ipheroc:hromatism can be so well controlled that an adjultment 
of thil type can be subsequently made, wher. the final desiln phase is 
reached. Thus, it is quite reasonable to state that, under the material 
and general lens configuration illustrated in their report, a focal position 
can be found which will yield an ultraviolet resolution performance in 
excess of lO lines per millimeter over the spectral range of ZZOOA to 
4000A, even at an aperture of f/3. 
Diffraction Limited, on the other hand, shows that the 
axial chromatic aberration is truly the limiting factor, and that a scheme 
of altering the axial chromatic correction by introducing additional lens 
element. within the design is recommended. Thu.s, in combination with 
a suitable choice of film and a color absorption filter, the lenl can be 
restricted in spectral coverage, and the chroma.tic aberration within 
this range can be corrected with somewhat greater success than by' means 
of the technique of finding a suitable .ingle design and selecting a suitable 
focal setting to obtain best imag. quality for a particular series of experi-
ments, without individual improvement of the axial chromatic aberration 
for that spectral range. Because of suspected irregularities in tbe index 
of refraction vp.lues for calcium fluoride in the range ZOOOA to 3000A, 
Diffraction Limited was unable to determine the resolution potentialities 
of a calcium fluoride-fused silica lens wi~h' certainty within this spectral 
range. However, using their own data. and the index values they accepted, 
it appearl that there i. a reversal of the axia.l chromatic aberration curve 
in this region, and their equation yields calculated blur circl •• that pre-
dict re.olution 80mewhat better than lO Une. per millimeter within the 
lOOOA to 3000A region. If improved index of refraction data were avail-
able fOJ" calcium fluoride. it i. probable that there would be no s11nif1cant 
- 18 -



















change to this particular result. Nevertheless, within the 3000A to 
4000A lpectral region, when the lens hall b.en recorrecteci for achro-
matism at th~se two extreme wavelengths by the addition of. &n appro-
priate pair 01. lens el.menta, the imago blur clue to the axia.l chromatic 
aberration cloe. result in resolution well beyond the minimum accept-
able for this region. 
On page 17 of the Diffraction Limited final report, (.e. 
Appendix) they report an 'Lxia1 reaidual chromatic aberration of 19 X 10-5 
of the focal length. This results in a blur, due to the axial chromatic 
aberration only, of 80 X 19 X 10-5 X 1/2., or less than. 01 millimeter •• 
Thus, sphero-c,hromatia-m now becomes a .ignificant factor in thi. 
limited range. Looking at Diffraction Limited data, on page l5 of their 
final report, and assuming that the lells has been achromatized for 3000A 
and 4000A, it is seen (column 2., marked CiT X 10-5 ) that the residual 
axial chromatic aberration increases to a maximum of some ten times 
that in the 3300A region. This means that, under the'conditions of 
achromatic correction at 3000A and 4000A, the residual axial chromatic 
aberration at Z537A would be approximately 10 X 19 X 10-5 , leading to 
a bblr of 10 X 19 X 10-5 X 80 X 1/ Z, or a little less than 0.08 mm. 
This yields a resolution at 2.537A of over 12. lines per mm when the 
camera ia focua.ed for best results at 3300A. Another focus abUt, 
favoring the Z537A wavelength, would now bring the blur diameters 
within the entire range of ZOOOA to 4000A to less than 0.05 mm, or a 
resolution better than 2.0 lines per mm. With improved index of refrac-
tion data for calcium fluoride in 'he 2.000A to 3000A spectral range, it 
is quite poasible to add to the basic lens the Diffraction Limited proposed 
two-element chromatic: aberration corrector lens which is d •• 1gned to 
yield an improved axial chromatic a.berration resid&.lal over the entire 
ultraviolet spectral range, and thereby obtain resolution (baaed upon the 
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c. ~ero-chromatism 
The second important aberration to be considered in the feaaibility study is sphero-chromatism, or the variation of spherical aberration with wavelenith. At this point, it is significant to note that spherical aberration results from the choice of making the lens elements with spherical surfaces only. While it is possible to produce a.spberic surfaces which essentially eliminate spherical aberration at a particular wavelength, it can be expected that the aspheric correction would quickly deteriorate at the wavelength ex-tremes because of the variation of index of refraction (for the materials under study) over the wide spectral range of ZOOOA to 10,OOOA. Further-more, aspberic curves, hard to make in the £1rst place, have to be more accurate in the vieible, where testing during fabrication would be done, if' the correction is to be provided in the ultraviolet. This means that a surface accuracy of one or two visible fringes (test-plate or other means) w·~uld be equivalent to three to five fringes ill tht! ultraviolet, and the accouracy of the aspheric correction suffers accordingly in the UV. Finally, aspheric surfaces must be individuc~lly handmade, greatly increasing the cost, delivery time and difficulty of replacement, if fracture should occur during environmental testing. Both Bau8ch &: Lomb and Diffraction Limited, therefore, chose to study the feasibility of a lens design employing only spherical surfaces. 
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the residual aberrations. Diffraction Limited points out that no 
optical theory bas been worked out for predtcting the amount of 
sphero-chromatism, and that an optical designer's intuition does 
not help in the face of the special optical rrlaterials and the spectral 
ranges involvedo They are pessimistic wUh relard to the potentiality for reducing sphero-chromatism to acceptable amount. over the 
entire spectral ranle in a single, integral dellign. 
Bausch. Lomb carried their feasibility study of the 
selected design through in detail, and presented a considerable 
amount of data for evaluation. Diffraction Limited, on the other hand, derived a formula for the monochromatic -aberration "factor of merit", 
and its relationship to the variation with wavelenith, and the blur due to seconda-ry chromatic aberration. They show~d that the resulting figure of merit requirement was such that a modification of the doual.-Gauss design could be developed to meet the requirements, but not over the entire spectral range in One configuration. Diffraction Limited therefore proposed a design in which the rear and front sections would be permanent, while added center elem:ents would be interchangeable. In order to facilitate this type of design approach, each center tens 
section would ha"8 an appropriate filter built in to limit the spectral 
range properly. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the types of design approach •• 
recommended by each companyo 
D. Field Aberrations 
While secondary chromatic aberration and sphero-
chromatism are the two most serious pror"ems in the desigD of a 
camera lens for the wide spectral ranae ?equired, these aberrations deal mainly with the image formed on the optical &Xies. A camera lens 
must also produce satisfactory images at a. considerable distance away from the axis, and moat preferably, in a flat image plane. The double-Gaus. lens type poases.e. many optical properties favorable to the formation of good image. off-axiso 
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FILM PLANE o LiF ~1 ' ' ". SiDe. 
rmDBI 4. Id.alim Schell8.tiq ])1,,,,.,. of the Proppsed Dt,igp 1py'stktW by Btyqh; • ~ LoIb. 
!h1a ache_tic diagram, sh~ .PJroxiriately full 8ize. Ulaatratea the leDS eJe.at arraage_at 
18 the deatp. stud ied by Bausch LIE , Lomb. The Degatlve lens OIl the extra.. 18 "t sern_ as a protectlft 
conr for the first lithium 'ilw:rtd. leu ill the d.a1p. Ia order to provide a lena surf1c1eatq 
_11 1D dl_'ter 1a the rearraoat .le_ata, showa OR ·the right. S088 Y1gDettiDg w1ll be ~r1eDCed 
OIl the edge. aM ooraara of the two 1Dch fonat. Thi. l.u is abowD as baYiDg a apeed or t/3. 
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INTERCHANJING LENS COMPONENT SECTION 
WITH FILTER FOR ULTRAVIOLET 
, 
1 






I1\TTERCHA~U}IN,} LENS SECTIO?i1 WITH 
FILTER FOR NEAR nrpRARED 
FIGURE 5. Idealiaed Diagram of the Design Studied by 
Diffraction Limited. 
This schematic diagram is based upon the drawing given 
1n the final lens feasibility report by fiffraction LImited. 
The diagram is approximately full size, 'with the overall 
length shown as ~.2~ inches. This is slightly shorter than 
the len~th recommended ''Jy Diffraction Lim1.ted. The diagram 
illustrates a lens with a focal length of 7'J "lillimeters 



















A q'.lick examination of the lena dialrarn in Figuree 4 and 5 
ehowe that m08t ot'the lene element surfacee ar'~ curved eymmetrically 
ar.-::>und the aperture atop. and con~ave to it. Thie meane that the re-
lulting altigmatiem and coma will be relatively emall. However. in 
,-'rder to obtain the desired correctione of aberration over the wide 
lpectral range opecified with the materiale eelected. Bauach 1& Lomb 
ata!;.cUIi that the lene will have a coneiderable number of positive-powered 
element3. resultinl in a etrona inward-curving image euriace. To cor-
rect for th.ta I!tuation, they have added the rear tbree additionlJl lena 
element.. Becaule of tbe number of elemente required, and the expected 
complexity, BaUlch 1& Lomb ie of the opinion that tbe overall length re-
quirement ie very difficult to me~t. In addition. the field aberration 
curvee shown in Filures 9.4.10 1 throulb 9.4.1. 'I, illuetrate that 80me 
third order coma remaine, al a l'eflect~on of tbe aphero-cbromatiam, 
and that the shift in focul required to oU.et tllie it approximately equal 
to tha ahift due to the axif.l chromatic aberration. Tbe chanlinl elope 
of tbe curvee repreeente the de -focueeing eUect, while the ap and down 
turn of the end. of the curves repreaents the coma, a. determined from 
meridional off-axis ray tracinl. 
The third order aeUgmatilm, repreeented bv the difference 
between XI (I) and XI h) in the columnar data in the upper left of ea.c:h 
grapb, ahowl little variation except for the 2000A to 2400A spectral relion, 
where it Irowl .1 larae aa 1. 7mm. However, hilher order astigmaUem 
will tend to reduce this to below 0.4 mm, whicb ie characteriatic of double-
Gau.e deligne of thie lize and .peed. ThuI, Bauech 1& Lom!) finds that the 
field angle, ae determined by the expected cbaract,erietice of the propoaed 
deeiln, ie decidedly limited to approximately 35 degreee total. with a 
amaller acceptable total field angle for the ultraviolet and near infrared. 
For this realon, Bausch II Lomb etatell that the off-axia performance of 
the lene il not reetricted by the requirementa of fitting the lene to the 
70mm Gene'Ui Purpose, Hand Held Camera. A. a reault of their fea.i-
bility study, Bausch &r Lomb recommende certain revieione to the ori"in::J 
lene specificationl. Thele have been incorporated. in the Conclulion aection 





















Diflraction Limited pointed out that, even with the pro-
posed interchangeable sections with inte,ra1 filters, it would not be 
fealible to meet the destred performance characteristics of the pro-
pOled len.. In discussions peld between Diffraction Limited and 
J. A. Maurer on the expected off-axil performance of their propo.ed 
interchanging element desigll,. Diffraction Limited ltated that, on the 
basis of palt experience with double-Gauls delilnl, tbe olf-axis aber-
rations change but little with wavelenath al compared to the axial 
chromatic and sphero-chromatic aberr&tion. It would thus be leiS of 
a. task to obtain a satisfactory final deliln, baled upon the off-alde 
resolution requirements, once th.a problem of finding a. saUsfactory 
solution to the more critical axial color has been solved. Howeve,.. 
they too found that the field angle of acceptable performance in the 
visible would probably be leiS than 30 degreele with field anales of 
ZS d~ar.es representing a better choiceo The restrictions on tbe d~­
sign impoled by the requirement of fitting the lens to the 70 mm 
General Purpose Hand Held camera are not significant, in the opinion 
of Diffraction Limited. 'their recommeDdations are included in the 




















The required optic a:. and physica.l characteristics for 
the materia!., from which the wide-spectra.l lens must bf: made, con-
stitute a aevere limitation on the design of the lens. In terms of the 
lens specifications, the following materials com,birl4tions are recom .. 
mended, in their order of preference: 
1. ll"'uaed silica. and calcium fluoride, 
Z. Fuaed silica and lithium fluoride. 
Theile material combinations will result in a lens which 18 reasonably 
well correcud for axial and lateral color ever the spectral range of 
ZZOOA to lOOOOA. In addition, both ,-ombinations of materiala are particu-
larly well suited to produce a very small secondary spectrum aberration 
in the viaible spectral range. Bauach" Lomb i.ndicatea that at £/3, a lena 
which combines lithium fluoride and f.sed silica can yield an axial reso-
lution of 1 ZO line. per mm or better. (llee illure <). 3. 1. 1 of Bauach " Lomb 
report in Appendix) in the ranae 4000A to bZOOA. Diffraction Limited 
reports that the secondary spectrum reaidual in the visible relion ia leas 
than 0.00061. This reaults in a blur circle amaller than O. 0075 mm, or 
a reaolution perf.ormance of better than 133 lines per millimeter. In 
Diffraction Limited 'a studies this condition obtains when the interchangeable 
element for tr.e visible is brought into place, together with its filter, and 
tbe lens is focussed for maximum average sharpness through the spectral 
range of 4000A to &800A. The DiffrAction Limited feasibility study investi-
gated the combination of cal,,:ium fluoride and fuaed aUi.ca. 
Other n'laterials were rejected primarily becau". of their 
hygroscopic and soft-surface pr,operties, making theae materialB "ntirely 
unsuitable for the pUl"poses of this study. Sa.pphire was rejected immediately 
by Bauach it Lomb, while Diflractiol'l Limitad sbowed, by their preliminary 
studies, that aar?hire ,,,aa unsuitable for three reasona: (l) la.ck of accurate 
index of r6fraction data below Z600A, (Z) known absorption below Z400A, 
and (3) known birefringence, which ia atronaest in the ultraviolet. While 
tbe birefrinlenct' problem can be overcome by grinding and poUahing th~ 
sapphire lena elementa ao that the birefringence axis i. parallel to the 
optical axis, the IItrona absorption of thia material below l400A neverthe-
less rendera it unauitable. Diffraction Limited also studied the application 
- Z6 -
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of sapphire to the reduction of th~ axi/1u secondazy spectrum a.berration, 
but found that the reductions were small. in the order of 20ft. Moreover 
improvement of the color correction requires larger optica.l powers of 
the individual optical elements. thus making the reductton of sr;>hero·. 
c:hromathm virtually impossible. Bausch" Lomb dismi.sed the cl,ppli-
cation of sapphire to the ultraviolet part of the study becaute of its 
known abaorption below Z400A. They i\lao pointed out that. ita combina-
tion with other materials (such as fused silica) did not lead to an axial 
secondary spectrum solution which wO\.lld be aatisfa.c:tory in any of the 
three Inajor parts of the spec tra1 range: ultraviolet, vi.ible and near 
infrared. (see Figure 1. page b following Bausch & Lomb report in 
Appendix). 
B. Chromatic Aber.ration 
Le~ .. designs combining the materials noted above result 
in chromatic aberrati.on which i8 very well corrected in the viaual 
spectral range, moderc;.t~ly well corrected in the near infrared. and 
acceptably corrected in the ultraviolet. particularly if the sp0ctral 
range is restricted to ZZOOA to 4000A. An additional way of improving 
the correction in the near infrared and ultraviolet as recommended by 
Diffraction Limited i8 to change the lens llightly for each of the8e 
regions. by changing one or more of the lenl component •• and incorporatin.g 
filters to restrict the transmitted Ipectral region to t,1&t region which ill 
being corrected. Thus. each section of the interchahgeable -element 
design would covel': 
1. UV, Z200A to 4000A, with a half-standard. 
thickness of Corning? -54 filter. 
2. VIS, 4000A to 6800A, with Wratten ZA filter. 
3. NUl. 6800A to 9800A, with Wratten 89:£ filter. 
By introducing this interchangeable lell8 element, the DiUraction Limited 
de8ign get. around the problem of a single a.rrangement, with the concur-
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TABL£ 3 list, th.e expected axial resolution for the noted 
spectral region when, by a.ppropriate filtering and selection of the 
spectral lensitivity of the film, the Iyltem reaponle is limited to that 
sp.ctral range, and the lens is adjusted for beat average resolution 
,within that spectral range. The last column states the recomlnended 
axial resQlution concluded from tbe values given in the previous colunnl. 
In the ultraviolet, conlideration 01 given to the fact that the Baulch" 
Lomb values can be improved by judicious design of the Iphero-
chromatilm as a means of compensation. Not all of the B " L values 
given in the Table have been taken directly from the Bausch" Lomb 
report, however. The values given in the Diffraction Limited column 
were calculated for an f/3 lens of 75 mrr.l focal length, using the data 
given on pages 16 and 17 in their final report (8ee Appendix). 
c. S phero-c hromatism 
It is possible to design a lens which will be corrected 
for spherical aberrtt.tion very well in the visible "pectral range, moderately 
well in the near infrared, and acceptably well in tbe ultraviolet, particu-
larly if this spectral range for acceptable correction is restricted to 
2.2.00A to 4000A. When a single integral design is used, it ia very diffi-
cult to keep the overall langt h within the specification. Bausch It Lomb 
states that the design they propose appears to be apprOximately eight 
inches in length, which is twice as long as that specified in the work 
statement. Verbal discussions between Bausch It Lomb and J. A. Maurer 
on this pOint resulted in the conclusiclD that, by restricting the spectral 
range to ZZOOA to 9800A, it might be possible to obtain a lens with an 
aperture of fl 3.5 and focal length of 7r:, mm, which could be as ahort as 
six inches from front element to focal plane. Tbia is ltill beyond the 
scope of the work stat~mentt but Bausch It Lomb is of the opinion that 
this repres~nt8 about as short a lens as is feasible. 
- Z9 -
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Spectral Bausch Diffraction He c omme I'lde d Range and Lomb Limited This Study 
. 
'2000 A 
to 6' 9 12 4000 A 
-
2200 A 
to 12 16 20 4oo0.A 
4000 A I 
to 120+ 133 125 6800 A 
1000 A 
28 to 50+ 30 .. 9800 A 
_. __ ... _-
TABLE 3. Axial Resolution Expected, Based Upon Axial Chromatic Aberration • 
. The values in the above table are in lines per mIllimeter, based upon the blur circle resulting from axial chromatic aberration which remains after restrioting the spectral range to that noted, and refocussin~ to obtain the best average resolution through the range. 
Ml,LQ¥$H){.J· $I .. j j"., ; tic. .. & . .££1 .' 
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Diffraction Limited did not specify that their proposed 
design could be made within the overall length specified. b",t the pro-
posed design they illustra.ted in Figure S of their final report indicates 
a lens which would be approximately 4. S inches in overall length. If 
an interchangeable component is acceptable, then the overall length 
they suggest within the context of reasonable aberration correction i& 
relaUvely more fea8ible. 
It can thus be concluded that the requirement for chromatic 
and sphero-chromatic correction over the spectral range of at least 
llOOA to 9800A results in a single lens design six inches in length, and, 
if an interchanging element design is acceptable, a length. of at least 
4. 5 inches. 
D. Off-Axis Aberrations 
In the single integral delign as suggested by Bausch t. Lomb 
corrected over the wide spectral range specified, the. number and optical 
po·ver of the lens elements required are auch that a..'1 otherwise strong 
curvature of focal field must be corrected by the introduction of lens 
e1em ents near the film plane. This might produce a severe rec:t~i.ction 
of the angular field capabilities. If, hl.)wever, the off-axis aberrations 
are well corrected for two intermediate wavelengths, the :remaining varia-
tion with wavelengths is sufficiently small to remove this problem from 
further consideration. However, both Bausch &t Lomb and Diffraction 
Limited note that the off-axis aberrations cannot be J"eadily c.orrec1;ed for 
two intermediate wavelengths. ThuI, the variation of off-axis aberration 
rnrection with wavelength over the wide spectral range of theae fJtudiel 
does, in fact. limit the angular field of satisfactory image qualityo A clue 
to th~ limitation on the angular field. due to third order coma and astilma-
tilm, ~an be found in the sphero-chromatism in the spectral ra1.1ge studied. 
It can be seen that an angular field of 35 - could be reached for the visible 
Ipectral ra.nge, but that off-axis aberrations restrict the angular field to 
30 - or le8s in the ultraviolet and infrared parta of the extendfld Ipectral 
r."angeo Bausch IE Lomb exprels~s some optimism in anlwftr to the queltion 
of ext.nlion of the acceptable angular field ia their final report addendum 
(see Appendix). Howe"er, aince the side-to-side angle for a 75mm lens 
covering. 2.25 incb square fX)rmat iii 4Z-, the requirement for litting 
the wide spectral range lenl into the 70mm General PurpofJe, Hand-Held 
Camera is ~~ a limiting factor in determining' "le angular field coverage. 
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In the interchangeable •• ction desian, the limited spectral 
range of each combination reduces the number of surfaces needed to 
obtain satisfactory off-a.xis aberration correction, and may eliminate 
the need for field flatteners near the focull. Thus, this arrangement 
may bave 1.s. restriction on the angular field coverage. However, 
Diffraction Limit .. 1" recommends t on the basis of an examination of 
their study data, restricting the a.Dlular field to Z5°, baaed upon their 
con.idered opinion of what lenll specification.s are achievable. They 
atate that, at i/3 this can be improved a little to perhaps, 30·. Again, 
the 'pecification for mating this design to the 70 mm camera 18 not 


















v. REC OMMENDA TIONS 
A. Recommended Specifications o 
On the basis of the feasibility studies performed by Bau •. ch 
& Lomb, Diffraction Limited. and by J. A. Maurer, Inc .• the following 
specifications are recommended for the wide Ipectral range lens for the 







Aperture: if 3.5 
Focal length: 75 to 80 millimeters 
Overall dimensions: 
front surface to focal plane: 6.0 inches maxirnlum 
maximum rear -element 
diameter: 1. 875 inches 
Spectral coverage: 2200 to 9800 Angstroms, well 
corrected. 
Resolution performance (based on high contrast USAF 1951 
targets): 
a. Ultraviolet, 2200A to 4000A! 30 axial 20 AWAR 
b. Visible, 4000A to 6800A: 125 axial 65 AWAR 
c. Infrared, 6800A to 9800A~ 35 axial 25 AWAR 
• with Eas~man Kodak 103 -0 film 
• * "ith Eastman Kodak 4404 film 
* •• with Eastman Kodak 5424 fUm (range extended to 9800A) 
.. "~cceptable field angle (total field): 
a. Ultraviolet: 20 degrees (Circular) 
b. Visual: 38 degrees (Circular) 
c. Infrared.: 
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The above specifications. have been obtained by drawing 
upon the recommenda.tion of both Bau8ch II Lomb a.nd Diffraction 
Limited. The maximum aperture represents II. compromise of values 
indicated by Bausch fat Lomb, whereas Diffrac:tion Lirr.tited indicates 
that an aperture of this val~e ;,s to be preferr\,d. The focal length 
specified appears to be acceptable within the context of maximum 
field angle and alloWable spnero-chromatism in the design. The 
,:?verall_length of the specified len8 a hould be baaed upon a. choice 
between the single integral design and thtEt ir..tercha:lgeable element 
design. When the single integral design i. lelec.ted. it is recommended 
that the overall length be specified not to exceed 6.00 inches, whereas 
the interchanging,-el'ement design, in the opinion of Diffraction Limited, 
can be made as short as 4. 2.5 inches. 
The spectral coverale specified is bc.1.sed upon a favorable 
compromise to aid in xoeducing the loss of resolution at the extl'eme of 
the ultraviolet range. It is known~ from apectral sensitivity curves of 
the ultra.violet emulsion (103-0, Kodak) that the lIenaitivity of thY film 
falls rapidly between 230QA and lOOOA with the senlitlvity at 2000A 1 •• 1 
\t.iiaft ZO" of the lenaitivity at l300A. Tbe lens feasibility studies by 
'Baullch It Lomb and by Diffraction Limited have shown that attempting 
to improve the 2000A performance of a wide spectral range lens can 
causethe design to be seriously compromised, with the probable reduc-
tion of performance in the visible region to unacceptable limits. In the 
near infrared, the sam .. lIituation obtains, but with a smaller 10s8 through 
design compromises, since the upper limit recommended ia within 2.00A 
of the apectral limit desired in the work statement. It should be noted 
that Eastman Kodak gives the spectl·al sensitivity of type 5424 film as 
droppi.ng to leas than 10% of maximum at 9800A, and to l.ss than .;% of 
ma:cimum at lOOOOA. However, it ia re~omnlended that the performance 
of the wide spectral range lens be specified to 9800A. since system re-
aponae to radiation of this wavelength is still sufficiently high to be re-
garded aa uaeful. The apectra.l coverage recommended for the viaible 
apectral range ia based upon two factora: (a) The de.1ln data obtained 
by Bau8ch fat Lomb indicates that chana.s are OCCU1"ing in the correction 
of apherical aberration between b500A and 7000A which will lower the 
obtained resolution aa longer wavelenaths are included (eee Bausch It 
Lomb Figure 9. 3. 1. 1 in Appendix), and (b) Th. apectral senaitivity of 
high-definition black and wbite film, and c.olor fUm both ahow a drop to 
10% of maximum at b800A. 
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The re.olution performance 'pecified iI based upon data 
supplied by Bau.eh " Lomb, and by Diffraction Limited. The apecified 
value. for th~ ultrltviolet represent value •• liahtly better than tho.e in-
dicated by Baulch ,: Lomb, but, in t.rm. of expected refinements in 
the final lens de.iln. the.e values are f .... ibh. u Since the ultraviolet 
len. now available for the 70 mm Hand Held Camera achieves thi. level 
of performance it can be reaaonably expected that, with a more inten-
sive de.ign effort, thi. level of perfOI"manc. can be achieved in the 
wirl., spectral range len. for the ultraviolet without loa. of performance 
be, w the values recommended for the v;sible spectral range. The 
specified resolutio~ for the near infrared .peetral regio~ i. a.gain 
ba.aed upon the Bausch 8£ Lomb values given in the graph (Figure 9. 3. 1. 1, 
see Appendix), noting that the axial chromatic aberration remaining in 
the Bausch" Lomb de.iin study 11 le.s than O. Z mm for the spectral 
range 7000A to 9800A, (aee Figure 9.2 Bausch at Lomb report in 
Appendix) which, after refocusaing for beat .harpneaa in this apectral 
range,. results in an expected resolution greater than 35 linea per mm 
at the specified aperture of f/30 5. It is expected that thi. level of per-
formance can be maintained while the :en. delign i. refined for best 
parformance in the viaible and u1tr':.~iolet spectral ral1le ••. It ahould be 
emphasized that these .. pecified levela of resolution performa.nce are 
based upon i.olation of the apectral range by filter and choice of film, 
accompanied by an appropriate reaclJu.tment of lens focus for be.t 
aharpn.s .. in that spectral range. 
The !..~.ceftable field angle .pecificationa repre,ent values 
somewhat in exce.a of thoae recommended by Bau.ch Ie Lomb and by 
Diffraction Limited. It is the opinion of J. A. Maurer, baaed upon ex-
amination of the two !ea.ibility studiu, and upon .,;he value. liven in the 
work .tatement, that thes. ani\:llar field value. are achievablo within 
th.a context of tile specified resolution, spectral range and maximum 
aperture. Bausch 8& Lomb notea (a.e 11. 19 and 11.20 addendum to 
Bauach" Lomb report in App"ndix) that the astigmati5m can be improved 
somewhat in the progress of the final de.i8n. The specified field anlles 
do Dot repreaent limitations imposed by the requirement for the lens to 
fit the 70 mm a.neral Purpo.e Hand Held Camera, but instead represent· 
angular fielda limited by the off-axis aberrations. 
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Based upon the above specifications, both a single 
inte&ral design, such as recommfJnded by Bausch Ie Lomb, lnr-. 
and the interchangeable component d •• lin recommended by 
Diffraction Limited, Inc. can be achieved. The intesral deaian 
may not be .horter than 6.0 inches without further modification to 
the apecification, both in resolution performance in the ZZOOA to 3000A 
spectral region and in the a.ngular field throughout the entire spectral 
range. The interchangeable design, on the other hand, can be Inade as 
short as 4.5 inc he I • 
B. Deaian Trade-off., Comments 
Since the correction for spherical aberration and sphero-
chromatilm are major problem areal in this lens design, and since these aberr,atioDs vary a.pproximately with the third power of the lens 
aperture ra~tio, raising the lena speed from £/3 to fl l. result. in a re-quirement for correction of greater aL":'lol!.nh of these aberrations. This is reflected in iAon iocrease in the 'lumber of len. elements, and a 
consequent increase in the overall !enith of the lens. On the other hand, decreasing the aperture ratiol from 3 (0 3.5 or 4 results in an increased feasibility in reaching or exceeding the acceptable performance character-jstics, together with decrease in overall length. 
The feasibility of controlling the off-axis performance also depends upon the specified aperture ratio. At speed. of fll., the effect 
of skew ray aberration becomes serious, whereas, as Bausch Ie Lomb point out in their report (.ee Appendix), decrease of the lens aperture 
ratio to f/3 or f/4 makes the control of off-axia aberrations over the wide 
spectral ranle specified more fea.ible. Coma varies as the square of the off-axis angle, hence an increase of the angular field requirement be-yond that recommended greatly reduces the f.?...ibility of achieving accept-
able A WAR resolution, particularly in the ultraviolet and near infrared 
spectral ranges. Since coma is rolated to spherir.al aberratiotl, the 
angular field, as detertnined by the maximum allowable co na, can be largest where the lena is well corrected for .pherical a.berration. In the proposed designa by BaUlch & LOlnb and by Diffral"" "ion Limited, this con-dition is obtained in the visible spectral range. between 4000A and b700A 
or 6800A (see BaUlch II Lonlb report, Figures 9.1. Z. 1 through 9. 1.l.. 9 in Appendix). Fig'.Ire "1 Ulustrate. the relationship. between aperture, 
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1.0 
.20 .22 .24 .23 .33 .40 .~o 
WavelenGth - micruns 
~I't~E 7A. Axial Resolution for Various Apertures and Wavelengths. 
These curVAS ha.ve been drawn upon data from the Bausch I1c 
Lomb final report. Consideration has heen ~iven to certain 
improvements which would result from desi~n refinements during 
the final design of the wide spectral range lens. 
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FI'}URS 73. Off-axis Hesolutlon at Various Angles ~"1d Apertures. 
These curves have been drawn fro~ data in the Bausch ~ 
Lomb final report. Consideration has been given to certain 
improvements which ca"1 be ex~ted durin~ refine~ent of the 
final dp, s1 ~n of the wide speetMll ran ~e lens. The re solution 
data ,for 2c) defjrees off-axis rra'S been computed by assuming 
that the loss due to primary coma varies as the square of 
thp off-axis an~le, 
Ja,ea 

















C. Recommended NASA action 
In view of the reaults and conclusions obtained in this feasibility study, it is recommended that a final design of a wide 
apectral range lena be procured in accordance with the recommended 
apecificatbns given in Section VA. An RFP should be sent to Baulch" Lomb and other qualified venders, if a sinile lntegral design ia required. U the alte):"native design technique of interchange-
;...1 ~le lell:' elemeDt'~ (by meana of a sUde or a turret attached to the lena rnV1.4~1t) ia acceptable. an RFP should be sent to D1ffr"l.c"tion Limited and 
othel" qualified vendorao 
It is further recommended that the fabrication (j~~ a lens baaed upon the final deaign be a separate procurement, since thel'. 
are •• veral companies with experience in the fabrication of optics 
made f:rom fiU01"ide crystal material. A partial list of these cG'mparliea ill givelll in t,.e Appendix. 
D. Destin and_ Fabrication EIUmat!! 
In accordance with the w.ork statement, both Bausch. Lomb 
and l)ufractioD Limited quoted OD the design and fabrication of lenfJes, based uF';)n the reviaed specifications given in thia r.port. They al'e: 
a) Bauech '" Lomb: $50,000 for de.ian, fabrication 
and teat with 40 week delivery after placememt of order. This fiaure was broken down after telephone conversations, to approkimately $30,000. for the comple~e optical and mechanical desiin, and $ZO, 000 {or the fabrica .. tion and test of one luns. The d.aian could be completed in approximately Zb weeks. 
b) Di.ffraction Limited: $66,000 for the complete 




















E. Lilt of SOlne SUiielted Vendors 
Compa.nies in the United States particularly capable of 
undertaking the final design of a wide spectral ra.n&e lens based upon 
the recommendationa of this report. for the 70 mm Hand-Held Ca.mera 
include the following: 
Bausch" Lomb. Inc. 
84064 Bausch Street 
Rcchester. ~. Y. 14602 
Diffraction Limited. Inc 0 
Middlesex Turnpike 
Bedford, Mase.. 01730 
Barnes Engineering Compan'y 
30 Commerce Roa.',l 
Stamford, C o,nn. 
C, P. Goer,-~ -American Optical Co. 
461 nought Boulevard 
Inwood. N~w York, N. Y. 11696 
J. A. .Mau r e r. Inc. 
37-01 31 Street 
Long lslandCity, N. Y. 11101 
Companies in the United St.Ltes particular1:- capable of undertaking the 
fabricati"n of the finally des; 'l'1ed wide spectral range lens include the 
following: 
BarCAes Enlineering Company 
30 C OJnmerce Road 
Stamford, Conn. 
Bauec.h Ie Lomb, Inc. 
84064 Bausch Street 
Rochester, N. Y. 14('Ol 
















Diffraction Limited, Inc. 
'Middlesex Turnpike 
Bedford, Mass ~")1730 
Frank Cooke, Inc. 
59 Summei;' Street 
N. Brookfi ~ld, Mass. 
Ferson Optic., Inc. 
Box 398 
Ocean Springs. Mias. 
NOTE: The above lists are not to be construed aa preferential. 
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J. A. Maurer, Inc. 
37-01 31st Street 
Long Island City 1, New York 
Contract #103700 
.................. -
Final Report . 
o 
IS "arch 1965 
Period Covered: 15 October 1964 to 15 March 1965 
1.0 Prohl.£!!!.: 
The objectiie of this study was to determine whether 
or not a lans could be designed in accordance with 
certain technical specifications out:l.ined in J. A. 
Maurer, Inc. "Statement of Work for Lens Feasibility 
Study" dated 23 October 1964. According to the scope 
01 the study, if conformance to the requirements out-
lined in the sta ten-.ent of work proved infeasible, the 
extent to which requirell'£ents can be met, along with ap 
associated confidence lev~l for a lens compatible with 
the Gemini General Purpose Camera, and tor a lens with 
no restrictions on the camera interface were to be 
determined. 
1.1 State,ent of Problem 
1.1.1 The photographic objectives are: 
~:. 1.1.1.1 High resolution color and panchro-
matic pbotographs 
1.~.1.2 Ultraviolet photographs ~d spectrograms 
"1.1.1.3 Infrared photographs 
1.1.1 Lens Requirements 
Design Goal Acce:etable 
1.1.2.1 Focal Length 80mm 75 to 85mm 
, 
"1.1.2.2 .. Speed f/2.0 ·'f/3.0 ' 
1.1.2.3 Sp~ctr~l Range 2,000A to 2,200A to 
10,OOOA 9,OOOA 
1.1.2.4 'laId Coverage 500 invisible 45° . invisib 
aDd IR and 
30· ln UV 25° in UV 



















1.1.2.;·~ ltesol.Jtion for stated wavelength 
l·angE~s (i"'ns-Film Combinatl.on) 
Design Goal 
1.1.2 . ./. '- Ax loS (~. Lles/mm). 200 from 
2,000A to 
'7,OOOA 
A'i.'AH (". les/mm). 75 fl'"om 
4,OOOA to 
7,OOOA 
1.~.2.5.3 AWAR (lines/mm) •• 24 from 
2,OOOA to 
4,OOOA 
1.1.2.5.4 AlVAR (Lines/nun) 28 from 














9 r OOOA 
* Eastman Kodak Film Type 4440 (See 
** Eastman KOdak Film Type 103-0 Footnote) . 
*** Eastman Kodak Film Type 5424 . 
. . 
l.l.~ 
... le Aperture 
Design Goal Acceptable 
Max. Aperture Max. Aper, 
to f/32 to f/22 : 
1.1.2.7 Between the Lens 
Shutter 1/500 sec. to 1 sec, 
1/500 sec.; 
to 1 sec. 
1.1.2.,) of lens to 
........... plane 
1.1.2.9 Variable focus 
4 inches 
3 ft. to 
infinity 
4-1/4 in. 
3 ft. to 
infinity 
1.1.2.10 Lel.s JIlust be compatible wiJth General 
Purpose Camera being developed by 
J. A. Maurer, Inc. 
1.1~2,11 The lens must pass the environmental 
tests set forth in McDonnell Aircraf·t 
Corpora tion Report No. (433 dated 
November 20, 1961 and revised January 19, 
1962 and October 15, 1963. 
'. / 
Note: Tbere 18 DO Eastmaa KOd~k Film TYPe 4440. 
We ..,auae Type 4404 'wl1,1 be used. 
/ . 





























This study, performed by Bausch & Lomb Incorporated, 
"has succeeded in arriving at a general conclusion as 
to the feasibility of desig~ing a general purpose lens 
for use over a wavelength region from 0.2 micron to 
1.0 micron, has determined those areas in which in-
compatabl11tles with the Gemini General Purpose Camera 
exist, and has resulted in a proposed specification for 
a lens which is recommended as a design goal for a 
contract to design and manufacture a prototype of such 
a lens. 
3.0 Conclusions: 
As a result of this study, the following summarization 
of the conclusions to be drawn is presented: 
3.1 Material selection present~ the most difficult 
• problem. Adequate data exists to permit s~loction 
of only two materials for design purposes: fused 
quartz and lithium fluoride. 
~. . ,.. 
3.2 Using the above two,materials, a lens can be designed. 
to cover the wavelength region from 0.22 micron to 
1.0 micron, and to provide (as hereafter defined) 
reasonable performance. 
3.3 Current materials and design techniques dr nQt allow' 
'for desiJn of a lens which will fit within the 
'mecha.nieal envelope defined in the J. A. Maurer 
Istatement of V{ork. Specifically, the elements of 
the lens clo1sest to the film plane will need to be 
. 
in ve~y clo~e proximity to the film, and therefore 
will bel a t least a's large ~1S the image on the film. 
The mul t1.plici t:i of lense~; and the required construction 
, ' 
(a varia.nt of a double (.ie.usa form) require that the . ' 
d1"s'taD(,:. f:'rom the film x;,lane to the ,tront of the 
lens b •• appr ,,: ~ :1lately twice tbe value allowed in . 
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the desired 4 inches). If goals for field of 
view and lens speed are modified (refer to 
Sectlon 6.0) the increased length can possibly 
be red"ced. 50%, giving a 6 inch length from 
the film to front of lens. 
3.4 A total field of view of 45 degrees appears to be 
beyond the present state-of~the-art regardless ot 
lens constru~t~on. A total field of 30 degrees 
appears to be the maximum obtainable with satis-
factory image quality at the present time. How-
ever, the attainable field depends upon the lens 
length and aXial speeds. 
For gathering spectral information tbe field of 
view can be appreciably reduced and at the same 
time mora spectral i~formation obtained by USiD~ 
a crossed grating or Echelle svstea. 
~.o Analytical Results: 
4.1 M!l ..... t .... e .... r__ i .... a__ l .... s : 
The primary problem in designing a lens to cover 
an extended region of the spectrum is tbat of . 
material selection to permit control of aberration~, 
particularly chromatic and spberica.l, over the 
total region. If, in addition to the ~xtended 
wavelengt~ coverage, one region of i~tere~t rs in 
the ultraviolet, transmission characteristics 
of the materials becomes a limiting factor. In 
order to gain the desired stability ot correction 
of aberrations over the wide range called for by 
this study, materials with Don-Dormal dispersions 
ar~ required, which must simultaneously have 
adequate transmission 1n the near ultraviolet. 
Materials considered for US8 in this dem1gn 


















New Rase CIa::.: ,~~-; Qurr(:nt l:/ under development 
at B&L and 
Barium Filii ,'j,Ge 
S~l.pphire 
Cesium D "11. :.do 
Calc:. Ul~, ' • ~ d\:· 
li"us~y (,.; 
Cesium I')'.~4,.1,: 
Stron",i um I:'luoridl1 




;' Jtassium Bromide 
,la.ssi\.r,l Chloride 




The materiaL:; considered were evaluated for 
various charac teristics, including transmission,' 
rEtIa t1ve disp(~rsiol1, and re.liabili ty of optical 
data. 
It rapidly became apparent that reliability of 
optical data. for the potential ma.terials was the 
greatest problem to designing such a lerts as is 
required, 0:1 .. ~ even to preliminary evuluation as to 
the feasibility'ot designing such a lens. Analysis 













index of refraction at various wa"elengths) for 
various materials occupied almost all of the time 
sp~.'nt durinli the first two months of this project. 
Extensive l:lbrary research was undert&.ken in a 
search for reliable published data. 'All data ob-
, 
tained was a.nalyzed with the aid of an i'ndex iilter-
polation and. smoothing prograrn developed at Bausch 
'" Lomb for use on the in-house I8)'{ 1620 computer. 
Each evaluation r6quires approximately 30 minutes 
runn:tng time on the computer I dUl"ing which the 
program computes the constants for a "seven-" 
. coustant" interpolation formula using published 
index of refrac·t1on data as input, and then 
comparee calculated data with 'input data to 
minimiZe :r-es1dua 1 difterences. The magnitude 
of ~he residual differences is a measure ,of the 
reli&b111t
'
1 ~f the ~1g:l.1l&1 input index data. 
• ~L ,. " '. 4) 
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One additional benefit derived from the 
choice of materials was that both fused quartz 
and lithium fluoride are available in large, 
homogeneous blanks, so that if a lens could 
be successfully designed, it could also be 
succe.~fully made. 
4.2 Secondary ~~: 
In correcting of normal lenses for the visible 
spectrum, it is traditional to bring C and F 
light to a common focus, the variation of the 
focus of light of other wavelengths from this 
. 
common focus being referred to as secondary 
color. In particular, uS,ing normal glasses, it 
is commonly found that the focus in the blue 
. 
and near ultraviolet changes exceedingly fast 
with change of wavelength. In order ta reduce 
this focal variation with wavelength special 
materials must be' used which have partial dis- . 
persion ratios that match ekch oth~r for the two 
matorials chosen over the selected wavelength 
regions. ' The better the match of partial dis-
persion ratios, the smaller the variation of 
f~cus' with wavelength. 
It has been found convenient to~ot part~al 
dispersion ratios versus V-number, as shown in 
Figure 1 of this report. For purposes of analYSiS, 
the spectrum has been divided into 6 regions. 
·A "normal" amount of secondary spectrum can be 
defined by the slope of the line shown connect·-
ing the two "most nordial" materials: fused 
quartz and cesium bromide. A reduction in the 
•• ' •• po-
slope of the line indicates a proportional reduc-
tion in the amount of secondary chromatic aberra-
tion. From F~gure 1, it can be seen that connect,ing 
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fluorido and [usod quartz resul.ts i.ri a minimum 
slope, and hC.icC a minimal variation of focal 
posi tion wi::h \~hangc of wave length. It is on 
the basis o~' I'h~s analysis that the materials 
fused quartz and lithium fluoride wel'e selected 
as op t imul :f 01' use in t ~l is lens, af ter the 
exclusion of ~aterial which exhibit double 
refraction prop~rties (sapPhire) and materials 
for which adequate index information was not 
available. 
The correct.io~l of seCondary color is dependent 
upon the aV 4dlability of I.·'·aper materials and the 
existence of reliable Optical data by which these 
materials can be evaluated. The more choice of 
material that there is, the easier it becomes to 
select materials and to design a lens for use 
over an extend':d wavelength region ~ It is obvious 
from the results of this study that there exists 
a need for more, and more reliable, information 
concerning optical materials in the ultraviole: 
region of the sp~ctrum. 
The variation of the f~cal posi~ion of the lens 
with wavelength is defined above aD secondary 
color.' This aberration is controlled primarily 
by the choice of lens materials, and is ~elatively • 
independen t pf the cons truction of the lens. 'rhe 
choice of fused quartz and lithium fluoride as the 
materials to be used results in a secondary color 
of approximately half that expected from use of 
"normal" materials'. 
AnalYSis of a preliminary deSign indicates that focal shift for the three spectral regions defined ill the work statement: vi.ible, infrared, and 
ultraviolet can be held to reasonable levels, 
• 
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which will be compatible with resolutions 
specified later in this report, and which will 
require flO refocusing of the camera with change 
of film on the part of the user of the camera. 
In order to accomplish this, an average focus 
ill' the visible can be chosen to yield an axial 
resolution of a~proximately 50 lines per milli-
meter with Eastman Kodak Film Type 4404 (High 
Definition Aerial Film). For Use in the infra-
red region, film type 5424 has been specified. 
This film is totally insensitive to light of 
w~velength greater than .9 hlicron. Therefore, 
over the wavelength, intorval of .68 to .9 micron, 
the fbeal curve of the Ions, when set for the 
average visible spectrum focus, will yield an 
approximate axial resolutio~ of 20 lines,per 
millimeter. In the ul traviolet port'ion of the 
spectrum, Ko~ak film type 103-0 has jeen specified. 
This film has a gelatin carrier which absorbs 
radia tion below O. 22 mi\!ro!~. a.nd therefore is 
insensitive to l~ght of that or lower wavelength. 
For the region froln 0.22 to 0.4 micron, the lens, 
wh~n focused for the visible, will produce an 




Spherochromat~sm is defined as the variation of 
spherical abe.·r~ tion in a len!9 system with change 
in wavelength. This aberration is difficult to 
control in a thin lens system or in a system 
com,l.')osed of S(?P~· c;}. ~ed thi n lenses (such as a 
Petzval type ryf 113ns). Vlhere spherochromatism 
is present, it i3 adversely atlected by len~ 
speed, varying approxi.atalY.8 the fourth power 
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of lens speed. rrhus, a pre li minary analysis 
of the f/2.('; ~;y.-)tem specified in the statement 
of work, cO~lsi.:~()red in view of the la'i'ge ~pectra.l range to be cove~~d, indicated that spherochro-
matism was likely to prove the most serious de~ terrent to ~ successful lens design. 
Spherochromatism is relatively independent of glass type, but, fortunately, is sensitive to type of len!', <>',nstruction. It is li ttle known in the art (,i J ens design I a I thou.gh known to designers at D.:lusch & Lomb, that a variant of the douhle Gauss type ot lC3s construction is the type thllt m!.nimizes spherochromatism, when proper materials are selected f()r the componentn 
of the lens. W:t~h this background, it is immed:L-ately apparent that the double Gaus~ typ~ is thc~' basic ~ype of lens to be chosen for the Gemini lens. 
This lens type consists of a multiplicity of 
, elements (required to reduce aberrations over the wide spect~al region) and therefore will not 'fit 
within the <tonfines sp.ecified in the statement of work. 
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\~YPiCal sph~~ic:a 1 aberration curves a't"e pre-
sented in the appendix to this report. Analysis 
of thes~ curves (axial aberration at'various 
wavelengths) shows that ch.ange in spherical 
aberration with wavelength is virtually elimi-
nated: the curves are identical, except for 
focal'shift ea function of secondary color whicl 
has been reduced, but not eliminated). 
Energy distribution and Modulation 'l'ransfer 
function curV0S included in the appendix are 
based upon Geolnetrical Optical FC.I.:mulae using 
a finite number of rays. The oscillating 
character of these plots is due to the finite 
. 
nu=nber of rays and are smoothed out, as shown 
in Figure 3- for wavelengths 0.3 and 0.5 JTAicrons, 
and represent the best obtainable .. focal,;planes 
at aach wavelongth. If we select a 10% Modulation 
Transfer Fu~ction. the resolutions are 170 lines 
per mm at both .3 and .5 microns wavelength 
indicating no residual spherochrom~tic aberration. 
It is t~e remarkable reduction in the sph~ro­
chrom'tism due to the choice of lens construction 
and mate~ial choice that has led to the conclusion 
thil t a general purpose Gemini camera le:1s c~n 
successfully be designed: although it aJpears that 
the space ;,imitat1ons, resolut1o~, and field of 
view requirements cannot fully be met o 
4.4 Camera Interface 
The type of lens construction required to yield 
an acceptable image is su~h that the camera opening 
and lens space a.va,11able wi thin the body of the 






































light at a 22.5° h~l[-;icld. In order to 
minimize t: ,~b' t, ,. , ~,n tert erence , it is 
necessary;) .,i~Ll1i.a .. ,\:11 ~ .. :y reduce the lens 
focal length to tho minimum acc~ptable value 
(75mm, in tllis case) and to reduce the field 
of view to a i:.;,\ximum hn.lf-angle of 150 • Wi :h 
this r~duction in field, it is judged that an 
acceptable image can be obtained Over the entire 
I field ot view, as defined by the propOsed speci-
fications prosented in section 5.0 of this r~pcrt. 
In any event, it is apparent that the total 
length of the lens, measured from the film plane 
to the fron. l.<' the lens will be approximately 
8 inches, r~L-:;llUl' than the 4 inches called for 
in the sta,t,;'m<ilnt of wOl'l{. However, the modified, 
specifications of section 6.0 may reduc~ this 
length to 6 inches, about 2 inches longer than 
called for in the statemelli of work. 
for General Pur Ose Gemini 
Focal Length: DeSign goal 75mm 
Sp,eed: DeSign goal: f/2.0 
Acceptable: f/3.0 
.. - , 
Spectral Range: 2,200A to 9,000A 
• 5.4 Field Coverage: Design Goal: 45 0 in visible and IR 
25 t1 in UV 
Acceptable: 30 0 in viSible and IR 
20 0 i11 UV 
5.5 Resolution for stated wavelength ranges (lens 
film combination) 
5.5.1 AXjs (lines/mm) 
DeSign Go~ Acceptable 
4f,OOA to GaOOA* 100 50 
2200A to 4000A** 40 20 

































Q!.sign Go~\l _.... Acceptable 
5.6 
5.5.2 AWAR (lines/mm) 
~5\)OA to GSOOA* 40 
2200A to 4000A** 16 
6800A to 9000A*** 16 
* Eastman Kodak Film Type 4404 
** Eastr.lan Kodak Fil m Type 103-0 






Maximu~ aperture to f/22.0 
, 
,/ 
5.7 Between the lens shutter: 1/500 sec. to 1 sec. range. 
5.8 Front of lens to film plane: 8" maximum, desi,gn 
goal 4". 
5.9 Variable focus: 3 feet to infini t:y 
6,.0 Alternative Possible S't?ecifica ti0lli!: 
.Design Goal AcceQtable 
6.1 Focal Length SO±. Smm SO±. Smm 
" 6.2 Spee~, f/4.0 f/6.3 
6.3 Spectral Range ' , 
6.3.1 VIS H?:lge 1 .. 4,OOOA Min. 4,500A Min. 
7,OOOA Max. 6,800A Max. .. . 
6 .. 3.2 UV Rnng~) 2~ 2,000A Min. 2,200A Min. 
4,OOOA Max. 3,SOOA ~lax .. 
6.3.3 IR :) , , ", . 6,800A Mill. 6,800A Min • H , '- ,) . 
lO,OOOA Max .. 9,000A Max. 
6.4 Field Cover:,gu 
6.4.1 "TIS. H41.nge 1. 30 0 20°, 0 J 
6.,4.2' UV Rango 2. 20 15 0 
6.4.3 In Rango 3. 3('\0 20 0 
.6.5 Resolution ;"'cr.~:;-:Film Combination Lines per MM. 
~.5.1 Axis 
6.5.1.1 VIS Ran,;9 
1* 20C 75 
6.5'.1 . ~,~ 1N Range 
2** 25 20 
'6.0.1, a IR Rang-o 





























6.5.2 AWAR ~!...'=.gn Goal Accept.:!.E.!~ 6.5.2.1 VIS nange 
1* 75 50 
6 .. 5.2.2 UV Rango 
2** 24 17 
6.5.2.3 IR Rango 
3*** 28 24 
6.G Variable Aperture: Maximum to f/22. (dosign goal). 
6 .. 7 Between the lens shu tter : 1/500 sec. to 1 se'c. :-ange. 
6.8 Front of lens to film plane: ,.6" maximum, 4" design 
I goal. 
6.9 Variable Focus: 3 feet to infinity. 
Reflecting S'!...j ••. 
Systems containing.mirrors are relatively freo from 
color aberrations and are consequently desira.ble when a 
lal'g(. wavelength region is encountered. Some types of 
reflecting systems in use today are mi~roscQ~e objectives, 
telescope objectives and astronomical camer'a systems. 
The first two systems are characteristic of a large , 
aple~ture, small field and the latter systfJm both large 
fiald and high aperture. However, the CS.mera system 
referred to above ha.s the following limitations: fixed 
speed (no iri~ diaphragm); internal image plan~ gener-
ally sharply curved (no roll film); stray light may 
fog film when photo;graphing against a bright background; 
shutter is 9xternal, usually manually contro~le~. 
One stUdy undertaken by Bausch & Lomb in 1956 attempted 
to remove some of these shortcomings: The internal 
image plane. The lens type is a combination reflecting 
system with a weak correcting lens similar to the .. 
Maksutov-Type System. Graph #1 from the 1956 study 
analyzes the effect of pupil position on tho field of 
view. With 50~ of the light transmitted on the axis 
the f/l.5 system has an effective 6peed of f/2.1. 
. ThA3 field of. view at 10 degrees hal:1: angle is vig-
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Other systems investigated did not substantially 
change the results. We feel that a reflecting 
system of the type specified in ~he Statement of 
Work would not be satls~actory without considerably 
lowering the requirements of the system. 
Our opinion is that a refracting system will comu 
closer to the desired mechanical-optical performance 
requirements than a reflecting system. 
8.0 Manufacturing: 
&.1 Fabricatiun Considerations: 
The following factors will adversely affect the 
design goal performance specified above based 
on the computed lens performance. 
• 
8.1.1 Back ref lee t ions from the surf a~es reo' 
duce image contrast. Anti-reflection 
films cannot be applied tQ these'm~terials 
because they are not sufficiently achro-
ma tic over tha wide wave length '~'egion of 
.2 to 1.0 microns. 
8.1.2 Surface polish, inhomogenie~ie8 in the 
cry~t~line materials and mechanical 
mCL! . '., '-l; shoulders will tend to scatter 
11~ t and reduce contrast i~ the image 
- -.," "j 
wit. 'Ul uJlpredictable effect on per:!ormance. 
8.2 Cost Estimate I 
In accordance with the Statement of Work, a cost 
estima te L·j i1t~1"€'i;1 pj'ovided, for the design and 
fabrica t iC1l1 ,) / one lens in accol'dance with the 
specificatlons outlinell in section 5.0 of this 
report. 
Budgetary Co~:;: (including Desi ~n, 
Fabr1catio.:, and Test,......... $ 50,000.00 
Delivery: 41'1 \l'eeks~" f ! f·~· accf,Jptance of order • 
.' 
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9.1 Spherochromatic Aberration Curves in 9 Wavelengths 
9.1.1 At the paraxial foci1. 
9.1.2 At the paraxial focus of wavelength 
0.5 microns. 
9.2 Chromatic Variations ot Back Focus with Wavelengths 
9.3 Axial Resolving Power 
9.3.1 Estimates with wavelengths 
9 .. 3.1.1 With AWAR and lens speeds 
9.3.1.2 With focus shift 
9.3.2 MOdulation '.rran~t'er .Function 
9.3.2.1 Axial at wavelength 0.5 microns 
9 .:~ . '~. ;~ J\xi.a 1 n t wavelength 0.3 microns 
9.3.3 Enci" / Distribution 
9.:::. ': .: Axial a. t wavelength 0.5 microns _ 
"9.3.3.2 Axial at wavelengt~ 0.3 microns 
9.4 Aberrl~tion Curvos lor Half Field 150 .. 
9.4.1 Curvos for 9 wavelengths 
9.4.2 Astigma tism' and wavelength plot 
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Tho ~~~~l ~epor~ on "1ide ~pcc~ral Range Lens ?0a~1~llity 
S'i;"C~:t" ~"(;;.ui:..·G..:J ,,;:,ome ol<iboration in order to moot ",ho oon-
'crac't ~"c:~\.~~ro~i10r.·c~. ':i,.'t,O folloWi!lg' (i,uestions have been 
received lro~',~ J. A. ~,l:1UL'lll" originally from Mr. Roy Stokes, 
Pho·;;o3':..~t"iihic Division, NASA Mannod Space Flight Center, 
~10U$ton, Tc;;..;n.s. 
"0 "1 oJ. .... 
10,1.1 







~~;;;il'4ei{l, x'(t), xt(s), S(2,t), S .. (3,x)' 
Ii . ~~pea.l" illg on grap~~.:; 9. 1. 1. 1 through 9.1" 2.9. 
Dofine 5(1) th~oU6h 5(5) and C(1) and 0(2) 
0 .. 1 the graphs 9.1.1.1 through 9.l.1.9. 
Elabo:,"ate significance ot graphs 9.1 .. 1.1 
'i;:A:,"ough 9. 1.2.9 
rC!~n-:ify ordin~te Ol1 right side of: graphs 
9.1 .. 1:1 through 9.1.2.9~ 
IGentify and axplaill th.a significance of 9.3.1.2. 
Dra.w curve through points on 9.3.3,1 and 9.3.3.2 
c.nd explain' this si'gnificance, J .~ 
Define terms and briefly :il1-dicate sig~ificall.ce 
of graphS 9.4,1.1 through 9,4.1.9; 
If ·there were no limits pla.ced upon baC.k 
~ IGment diameters. would a ., goodt' field be > 
than :t15° .. .. .. 
Adaendum Results: . . 
An abbreviated defini tionand ex,lanation of certr\-in 'terms, 
graphs and techniques are given below. Almost all quantities 
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• 
ray to this lens axis 
" 
thO-image .. ' . 
"'" 
·.;"::. .. ~0.i.~.-..:..J.. ;':..a.~O i'Ol.~mea on \; ho pri,ncipal ray, in 
~~~::..:J....;.~\j·.;e:.. .. s. ;'oierollce ;,rIL-IiDBK-l~l, page 9";'6, 
~o~g!tudih~l diB~~nc~ from the.ima~e plane to the 
o:Su,.;i-:tal ::...;-:aJa fOl:r:\od (>l'l the principal ray, in milli-
~.~0t(.:;·.:;. ; •• ~::"-l~Drc-l"11 pa"e 9-6 . where x' (s) Q S. b I • 
S '2 ~.). \ ,...  
• 
Ex::..c'C iicl~ tangantit.l ~omlt expl'(;l$sed as a wave front 
~\;;..(:Ol.';r. ... t ::'011, in m;i llime-CGll·s. Equations determined 
iro.,~ 11:1. ..:Jene;;''''ul Con i:l"i bU'i:io:,) FOi'lUula :for Tangelltial 
:';'';t.ysll 1 E. Dela.no, JOSA 42, NIO. 9,' 631-633, ,Sept. 52 • 
.::;:""", ... ~'),. 
>oJ \..:) , ...... . 
Z:·:.:..ct t<.sti.;,;-•.• a.tism meM.Sured alollg the principal, ray 
. . 0X~~C~S~~ nb a wave fron~ deformation, in millimeters. 
~~icre~co vi 11~5' above. 
CPD: 
Chro;r.s:tic Path Difference. Reference "Conrady's 
ChrOtl:l.t:!.c Condition" JRl'i-.aS~ Vol, 52, N<;l. 1, Ja.nu,ary, 
1954, pg. 43, Research Paper 2471. 
s (1:) : 
Third order spheriC;l.l aberration expressed, as 
wave front deformation, in millimetel,'"s. Reference 
"Wave '::heory of Aberrations", H. RIO Hopltins, 1950 
Oxford Press,. Pg .. 87 .. and MIL .... HDBK-141 Pii.9-1:t, 
equation 8-(4), B. 
5(2) : 






















-.. __ ."-,. -----.-._'"-_ .. ----.-----.-~-~. *--~ ••• _.,--,--·.......,.-1 
. .. 
11.l0 .::; (Z) : 
• .. 1 "''''0 ...... ~ ..,..: 0" .:." '''1': ": l ... ",e· ... '··· .. S 1l..6U. 4 ..... *..., ...... ,(., .......... ,;... ....... \,,'w!"" • References of 11.8, 
"" l"l 
........ J.. 
...... ~.-; .. ) :;::.0::). 
- _ ... "" ~ ,- . 
ll.13 
Di;::r!;o.··.;.;.V~·A G: .. ~J ... ·.!;:):::iod as a WOlV':;: front dcfol"'i' .• ation, 
1.,;;'1:i.ir;.\::1;"~"'S. ~(.)i'eronce of 11.8, an,L MIL-I-IDBK-141, .. 
. . ~... .... ... 0 \/Q-1Q) J I' ";It. -• 
• J.;i, • ;J .... ..;. .... 1- U~i U~, .; ~ 11 u..... ...' 
• Refe~ence 
as '" W~V::J :':l"Ol1';; ci:lformation , i~1 t'i~illi~ ... eters. R~terence 
of ::*3 pt.-eo' &8 where T a C(2) and MIL-HPBK-141,pg. 9-11, 
c-=i\f.a'.;i0.:. 6- (~5), "J". 
l~, \ ,.... " 
I;n;~~~.04. ;:':...ne w~ .. chou t o~mdr.,;. A guiae to thG 'image 
c;.u~li ty may be obtained with reierenC-s to the spot 
size defined by a 'nlaXimUnl variation in H' needed, to 
obtr .. ::'.1 a given resolution. If a certain po::.:·cel'ltage 
of -';:10 O~Ol.·gy \Vi 11 fall ','Ii thin the bounds indica.ted 
by the sloping straight lil1es that resolu'tion ~ay 
be obtained. \'if!: would interpret 9.1.1.6 as ha,ving 
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". " . .. ..... ,....- -.... ..... .... 
,,1' ... -.-...... , .. -.1 ....... ' .. - ~."'.... :)"I\.~~\ ~ • .J .... (). 
11.:'J 
;:"bove. ' 
~:.. -"'7 . 
it :"s 
s,~~_..:' ~ 01 ;.: oca:' ,1:'a;H:. :.:'~l0 1 ... ~.;::or vtl-lues 0.1"13 ;;he 
: Ci~·.z.l"4~-;iOll lim~ ts \\.f:1ic:~ ;;~;: .. y 1'.0-:;' ~o excc:eded. The 
~~~V0~ $~ ~~~~ ~ ch~ng0 i~ fIno. ~nd 'its possible 
,::;..;..'0,:;'';C :,.~ ... ~,. 110 r~~1ticip.n;~ed. ROic:;." '';0 A. E. COllrady, " 
~' .. )~}-... :'iJ:\;~ O;J1:iCS t1.~1d Optical DeSib'n, Vol. l, Oxford 
:):..~~S;:-; 1 ~ .. 9~9, tiP. 13!~-135 O~ep:rint by Lover 1957) 1 
. 
-:.:1r.0S.,) b~"'a~hf3 al"e euu+"&"Y dist~"'1bt!tion curves showing 
"';;.0 amo-ull't 01: allergy wi thin a. given .':)pot radius. 
r.~~~~~ ~r~~ re' . d ~A ~. A ~ .~. f 
..... g.,:).~ ~~ .. "'w a l:aqU~l"e .... ..,r '\lne lo.4e"ermJ.na .. l.or.. 0 
: .. OQ4la.tion t~.yansfe.~" iunct.io~l. The SC3.1:ter o:fi th\i) 
pOints is C;ue to the iinitt;} number Qf geometrical 
:cays 1;raceQ. Refel:ence MIL-HDBK-141, Pi. 8-2. 
Grr..phs 9 .. 4.1.1 through 9.4.1.9: 
the 
• Th.ese graphs are aberration curves for a half fiel~Q. 
~ngle of 15°. 'I'heirsigni:.Eicance is the same as 
graphs 9.1.1.1 (11.15). Howe"'er l 'these are l'lOi;ill 
final form and in the cou;""'seof finishing the aesign 
the <lurves would be flattened out alld '~he tails ex-
cluded by vignei·,::ing. l=tefereuce lfIL-I:-)B~-141J pg. $", '1. 
- • C~" '. -
































... ' .wO:~.:' .,........ C .v;":'~ ~O 
.. . 
... " \.. • ~ ............ ,.,. t.,,J .-
,." I ... ~ 1> .. 
'\1 t........ \. ~ ''''o~ •• , . ..,~. J \,' ,i. 
~,'. ~ 
- .. ' '''' ... :.r- ,,." .t v"" • \...1\. ....1\;' .r.... 
, ' -v ... v ~~~~H~. 
foe ..... !;:; shi:Z: O::''':''~Ol:'~ (refer ~o 9.3.1.2). " 
0 .. : fi..::'.d l\.msas should be o.bo·; .. rt the 
~"'~';.",: ;.:;:'z.) u.s ~.;14o f i ~r.1 irr.age desired, further increase 'J 
- ',"" 
..... 
.~" .. ~, ...... ", .. ~ ,\""II .!' ... l\ 
v ...... J~"'.'" "'U ''''J ...... ~ ... 4.. ~hc 1ield ~~y bB ope~ed i~ really 
~s completed and all the , 
Th~ ~ajor factors are, 
:"::i~~ ':~:~"';"'Y, r .. r,.0I.iI~i: 0::: v::'6r.c~ti.r.g, lens length 1 s~ze 
, . 
~l:' ::~VS~ ';:;::{j~1 ut ·~l .. u 'ba.cl.;:1l~g l~r.~es and resolutions • 
l2.0 ~~~C:do;: ~:\.',.~:. '.:\::.~:.:.:" ... sj .. ,:;::z: 
.. . . 
_ ..... ~ ... "", .' - "!"" '''01 
...... v ...... ""' .. \.~'t~·.l..,} ... O 
i:'..elC!.3 of view,. 
co: v. C~~'Gnta~ 
.I.";.. D.. Korones 
"j J ..... ~-.4 
.". • ~I&e "" ",zar 
C. D. Pel--o (4) 
File, (2) 
............ ',. ... 
\"", \.0( #1<. ..~ ) .. 
L.;~do:- iavorable cond1-
,,' '';:;:~,fl ~ .. {~('~~ndum does ].lot e.:f:feot 
, '" he '::'; .. ~~;:~:1. Report of 15 ,MarCil :;9085,. 
".~. 'Cha'.;: ;.;1..i: ~v.aluation program be 
:~t!a::>u: ... .,; the ind ioa~, of. ,.re ... 
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• Purc~ase Order No. 103701 
D. L. Contract #6531 
by 
Diffraction Limi~ed, Inc. 
Xiddlesex Tu~npike 
Bedford, Mapsachusetts 
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.:," ,,.. ~ ·)·" .. oc ....... "'·, ,+.: <:! ,,-
U • ...1 • • u.... • ...... 'wI.H~ "" ..... 10 H, 
'::VlC ::'\:!r.s SolU"'Ci on 
:"~:~t'\'~0 :'.:l:l$ Solu-::ion - Gene:'al 
l.:·:i..;;.:' :;c:'c:;.'" of Lens Systems 
.. 't t" l' , T." • • .~ . ;ji;;.j;:'C .:. ;1~O~y ant.. .;;qu~ "t:.ons 
2., Lx~~: ~0:C~ ~Qlated to Resolution 
-';.:~':'E.l CO:~:'''' for c. 2 to 1.0 Mict'on 


























I :::~str~tions Appended 
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1 SpheX"Qchromatism of 75 m/m r/2 Tripl.ets 
2 :..~:-~C System Schematio 
~ 
.l 
3 .... . Axial Color CaF2 and FuSed Q;.1artz \.~r"" ....... ;,;.~...,..y • .....a •• '""". 
I 
.:; J'f': -..:J.ry ~lC.!-l Coler 
-
CO::'Iiected 0.4- 'to 0.7 .' .. .0+ ... .~ J..Q. 
5 :."'..: .- ... "J1y ,;,. .. .s.. ... "Q. Axial Color 
-
COl:'rected'O.7 to 1.0 
?ri::-.ary Axial Colol" - Corre.cted 0 .. s· to o. '+ 




• • l.l. 
. , ,--: 
~_.J.!~:"":'., i.:C_'~~<;;:;"'lIlIL."3UI.L.:;_~~ .~-~ ~"",-"",",,,, ......... _; 









-;:;; ceteI"lmine the 
J. A. :::.c. 11 ;3~a"t:.a~cr.t of Wor}; for Lens Feasibility Stucly1f 
da ted October ~ ~) 1':; ~ ~, c:.s :,efere:-.ced heJ:'lein undel,'l Lens Requirem.ents 
Seotio~ I-C. If co~formance to these specifications should prove 
infeasible, t~e ex~er.t ~o which require~ents might be met, along 
with ilr. associt.-:=r:;c. cO;;1fic once level, was to be determined fora. lens 
* . I Co~?~:t:ible tl~:l::. t::·.~~ Card.ni Cene:ral Purpose Camera and for a lens with 













objectives ac~ording to the Statement of t 
1. color and panchromatic. photographs. 
2. :;.1:cr,;aviolet pno'togr>aphs and spectrograms. 
Lcn~ Recuireme~ts 
M 
1. focal Length 
2. Speed 
".. Spectral Range ;) . 





••.• -'Io..i d IR 
.: .J ~rl.S.l.v e ,a:"1 
3:)(1 UV 
f Acceptable 
75 to 8.Smm 
f/S.G . '" .. :. 
220G to aao~~._ 
. ~, . 
. .. 







-~~~---~~-~.----....... ,-~,~-----.----... -... -----.... -----.... ¥* ......... w!"", -,",", g""'IX_S_, .... .s $-...,i!I!."',~A~:I' 
/ ,. ", ,,1 > ~' 
"--...-r-.......... l" • 
-2-
s. ResolU".::ion for stat~d s?ec'tra.l ranges 
( • t"~ C .• t' ) wGns-.~.~ , o~~~n~ ~on 
5.1 200 from , · 75 
1+000 to 700CA 4500 
5.2 AT,rt '? n .... ·" (lines IwIT.) ;': 75 frc:.t 50 
4000 to 7CODA *SCC 
5.3 24 f:t'lor.:1 17 
2000 to LrOOGA 2200 
28 from 21j. 
7000 to 10,OOOA 6800 
* 
Eas .. cm=:.""1 Kodak Film T"".; 4 L).40 h,..q,. ... ~ ... *;. Eas'tman. XCdak Film Type 103-0 
*** E~s't:ma.n Kod&:< t· .. Type 5424-"t .1:', <I .. 4u-
BetYi(:e:l t'r,A _.,.,- i..I~:r.s 3~1U. ·ctc!:t" 1/500 to 1 seQ. l/SOO 'to 1 
1 
: 












sec. ~ ~I 
s. Frot'lt of LenG to film 4 inches 1+ 1/4 inches gil 
" 
V~~ia~J.i2: ::·ocus 
" 3 ft. to infinity 3 ft. to infinity 
~., 
_.L. .& 
c.~velc:?~d ty J. A. r·:aurer, Inc. 
::11-e lC~1S rr.;;'Z't pass the environmental tests set' forth in 
COl:'Doration Reoort No. 8433 dc.ted 
. . -
~ove;rtbet' 20, 1961 and revise.d January 19, 1962 and 
Cctober 15 t 1963. J 
II. Gene~al Discussion 
",Fa _" 
• The f'~ae.ibilitY' study of' a 0.2 ,to l~ 0 mic:;rron c;olor~correQ:ted, 
T 
. ::~ptd.cal . system was fit'st QOn~eXlned. with a.n inve,'s'tiga.tion into 
opt1eal Q1:erial.a capable of transmitting over this entire spectIlal 



















d '" "'., an \J.lVS"':' p.:.YSl.C."l.:.. 
."'" _ .. The only materials 
• 
w:i.':'c.:. r:.I;.":: -:~¢;;;;; ~-ac:ui:!;C:r.' . .:n ts c~ 'tra:".srr.i tting down toO. 2 microns 
0.2 and :.0 \. .... ~' " ......... -"" .~ H"~"""". v".""". 
, 
T~is was aone,for th~ li~its of 
~s cc~ve~io~t ~o comp~re these seoond-
-:0 C 
was 6.~ times larger for the'O.2 
. 
to 1. 0 rr.icro~. :'.::I.r.2~ \;h2..n :01"1 the F to C'range. For the caloium 
, -~ .... (;:.: ... ~ -..;.\ 
........ "L..., ... ~ __ .,; 
co ... .:..- ..... ..:::: '- .... on, "the axial oolor was 8.2 times 
fo~,F to C. 
mc:;.";erials such as har-iurn fluor"" 
KRS-6, sodi~~ fluoride, sodi~ chloride 
have en ap:;.reciable solubility in wa,ter. 
~.C=:""I2.ct~ 'I..;; inc-ex c.a-ca. for :r.os"t of t:l0 a~ove ma'cerials have been 
. 
col:.;..,:n:>:!G. f::'om i:h~ li 'tcrature anda~e tabulated in Appendi~ A 
l 
and lithium flt:\o~ide are almost inter': '.,. 
,cha.~3aa'ble vli·t~1res:>ect to optical use, but li-;:hi\.!r;t fluoride has 
the defi;.1: ... tc c.isadvan'tage of being water soluble. Since lith-
ium fluOt'id~ has inferior chemioal and mechanical propel;'ties 
'tocalciur:~ ::luo:,ideanC: offarts no appx~eciable ac.vantages in 
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of 
.cd to 






.. . ' 
. 
li,tcrQ."!:i.:O!"ta • 
Standard~) the requir~d re-
Our investiga~ions of 
E f S ~::;:(!:-'~:'4::':-.:~f)~:~~ -:::"~~4 
... ,. 
A basic ciffic~!ty in a feasibility s~udy of this ty?e is 
the i:ota.l lack in tbe optical 1i tera:;;ure of G:. ganel. ... al t:100l"'Y of 
I-;; is lilell knovln tha:t a com-plica ted l~r-.s made 
But this ?riwa~y axial color is 
or .. :"y a small pd:i. ... 'tof "d:.,:e to-:al chroma. -tic el"'~ors in a le:ls. The 
va=,ia.:~io:l of the ::"o:-.. ccnroma:tic aberrations is equally important 
NO theory cO~lcerni.l,lg 
fucnoch~omatic aberra~ic~s wi~h cqloX"ia 
, 
cesicr.e:.'" is alrt..cc~ useless becaUSEI of "the ve.ry special op-:ica:' 
, . 
.. . ~ . .- ,. 
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O.,...·4· ... r r:'!-..,..:!l,....\'C~ .... ·• ..... .,·""·· .... :C .... o .. ,..~ '.-+01' .~-010..,._ ...... "'" ....... - .... J. a. ..... /,;: ...... \.4 ........ vG. ...... .: .. '" ..,;., 
r.,,~· ~ T"',\ .... 
OIl' ..... i~.·., •• 
-5-
the vla velength. The 
"'{'''''r-:;.' "'n···,--:'" 
• ~. --'-"''' ."'i ...... 
" ) \~:~..l.c~ons Axial Coler $~heroQhr. 
.. 3 
.<+ 
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; ~ ~"'\ 
_ .. ..,,1 
.... ~ ';, t~ 
;,.v ... 
:: 'l to. 
V/V 
... ~. ." 
L0Q 
r - .... 
"t. ... ::.. 
lSS 
2230 
--157' 18eS , 6 c ... 126 1324 "'.l. 
207 32 547 9~ 7 195 









'table are lJlu:, 'circle sizes in microns 
for an. ?l2 .::;ys't:~::: ~:i.·.:h a :;oCE..l '::"'er..g-:h .:;= 75mm, assuming that the 
syster::. 
ticn is 
f":'1"-.., .: ....... 
.... , ....... u ""ft·,. ...... ••• <..../ 
:~icrons • The seco:ldary 
hackwarcs ~elow O.25miel"O?~ fo~ t~e 
.' ',;" .:. i:! .:.ti::.l to inaccur-aaies in tbe 
. . . 
4 ......... 
'~:~o!r.a. tisr.1 0:; the fi:."st dQublet is 
t:~e cu~ves in Figure 1.' 
.... 0 ..... "... .;"·...,,0""1 .... "' ......... o/..i>-an ""hc .... .:""! . "'010'"1 





















calcium t·;i -:::~ f~::...;;~ 'lu~ ""'tz is deemed superior to 'that. 
of ... . :.: -",--:.~:.. .... :...(.~ 
• 
, 
- - ._"""-'" ,..,;.. ... _. " ........ '"iIo ,.,. ". 
""\...- ... ,.; ....... f...;.W".; ... '~~.;;.. , ... ~ CO::l.-
7:-.:. rosul t of 'th;:,s was disappo::'nting. 
.?~"ove'::: to 0e not possible; and "c:l~ 
+. 
.. ne cal-
cium fluorid~-fused quar~z t~iple~. ro~ a unit power triplet 






If there i$ so;, .. e cc:.:"relation bett<1een the spherochX'omatism 
the $?terochro~a~ism of a ~ore ela~orate 
-.:he magnitude. 
entiro"s:;ectral ranee froIT; 0.2 'Co 1. O:nic~ons in a single lens. 
• 
c. 7~;o L6-:lS Sc:'t:i."cio1: l J 
Ou~ prev·.io~s results with regard to the axial cclol:' indi~ate 
that~"_U1:il:ess a new xr..a.te~lal be found with favoJ:;'lablecil's.P~sien 
- ",- " .' < '" 1' .• 
eh~aatetrie~ahJ it will, not be possible to mee't"all$peeifl~ 
.' ! : , ..... 
0& iriOn&with . jus~ (:rna lens. 
. ve8..q.gat~~g the ~ossi)ilitjies "Of using two lenses for two dif-




. ~ . -:' ,,,' , 













.; .. ~. ,.. ..... ,...~ch 
... _ N ....... .. 
_~c, __ ~=~ 







and .~;, is a 
-7- ',1: 
have .. , 




f, ;. , 
somewli.a"t :... .... rgar -.:.'";.~;.;-.. :.. "~lc have use~ t: ..is' genE'::r-a1 ~ela.tion to 
follows: 
. 
ovel:' tW'o separated speo-
. -:"':.~~':i.:!~'::' oz one. Assu7.ting .~. :1, the results are as 
.. 
CaJ.eium fluo~ide & fused quartz 















., +0 .. 002012 
+0.003856 
+0.013112 












. '!,j' , ~ , 
"" .. -
!.~~;:t ,' .. 







0.4 microns :: ~ ~. 
C.1.t 
,.. ,-







( 2 ) Calcit:rn flucl:'iC:~:: 
--
















~~ -i'\"t 5 
..... 0 ~U.l. 
.'+ 
























foX! th~ tJ. V .. ~a.nge are 'ra'thetl ' peculi ar",. For the first aombina~ion' 
, ' J' 
of ma't,erials ;J.A/Ais positive, lvhich is unusual but possible. FQ1"' 
theseeonc. cOJ:n.bination there is a change of sign, a~ld for- both com-
bina'tions the results vary in ar~ erratic manner t-J'i th 'the wavelength.,-. ' 
. i • :t~ '.~ opin.i~n this is a strong ia~ica tioh that the l:t~fractiva index .. 
.da"ta that WI,:: :;aato use.' for want of better data are quite .unt'Aeliable • 
• 









I I , 
I 
A discussion 0: these t"c£ults is in oX"der. For the calQi'Jrn 
I 
I of 7 Fm.rn 1:;~.is :eads to 
,'" ,. IiII. 'Ii\. " -"" 
v • ..,v';'.:.~ • 72. O.031m."Il'l.. :;!-a are so fa%' I 
-:he c:iff:.. ... act:io;-. :"irr.~ t t:~~ t we may assu:ne a uniform 
I i':'l -chis b:i.u::, ci;:'cle. He find 'the mo(...::.lation trans-let' funetion by 'taking t:'''H~ 'tv;O dimensional Fourier t:!"ar:siorm of 
i I ~ 
! I 
'this. point spread function, which leads to: I·~ :. '~;' '" ,I')' 
,I' . ~.. • 
..... ,., , .. ' ~ If-
..... ~ ........... ,~ 
.' .... v 
in whio:1 d is 1::'1e die.meter ~of the blur circle. i.e. G.OSlmm. Con-
;;;equ~ntly 'the r:.odula:.:ion transfer f'U~"lction is reduced to zero fOf) 
i,. I a line of : 
.!. t 
! 
'I = 39 ..... /mm 3.14 0.u31 
'I 
. . 
... -.,-........ ,""'r 
"" ...... ;:; ;:'I~ti~:. "C does :''1ot yet take into account the effeet 
of the $pheroch~~tismt ana of 
I 
I. 
Frcr.~ this . not possible to' me1t'~he spec-tit is i 1: foll\~ws 
• • 
I . III. 
I 
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,"',. ·r.· .. ' ~ I ~. .~ ~,; 
li' <".f . 
!I', '. il' .. " ,,, ~'j '1:-1 ~',': > ~ 










.. 1I •••• .. < ....... . 
• H j " t .~ 
-10 .. 
~)?~~~ohing an acceptable image 
qua:'ity. calcium 
to ca$O~ i.1 which the speQtrt..l range is split up in 1.10:::'le than 
~wo inte~va:~. In ~he following sec~ions which oonclude this 
pe~formed ir. ~his dirao-
0.3-0.4" C.lt-Q,,? and 0.7-l.0 T.licl:'Ions hats possibil:I.i:ies, and we 
• 
, s~all ir.G:ca~~ a ~o~sible i~plem~~ta~io~ of this t~~ore~ical so-
lution. oonside:"ation th1.l range from 0.2 to 
0.3 miorons foX' r~asons tha 1: t·J:'ll become clear suDseqt,;.ently. 
Axial ColoX'" c":! :'~ns SV$.:e~~;3 ~I.'., 
• .,. 
T~e p~ima~y a~!Al cQl~ is still our main area of conce~n. 
• !n orcel:' to deal with this aberaration exh~ustively we have 
slig: .. ;ly r.todiiied the mat:~ematical scheme used in the last 
progress t'epol"t. 
Let 'i,_ '.; ' .• and 
&aterials that will lie combin.ed into an' achromat. Let '1ft ~nd ItJ.... 
ir~dica";e the:'l' indices fo:t'a rr.e~n wavelength '/'... (We used 
.. 1· 
~ . . ' 
I , . 
, 
\ i i ~ ",,"' ,t ..... ~ <i... ; Jl .,..,-~ .... ~~ -,..'"'-- ·'11 
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......  ..,. 
v ... 
.. , ........... y 
~ ..• '- . 
-. 
r" ~ ~ ... ..,. . 
,,",W'tr.J ....... ~ 
,. • '~ 1:;' • 
. ' 
.,.. .... .'0,_ 
fo:, the mean wav$l~ngth 
f· •. 
,.., ....... -
co;·,~?licc:. ted fo::.":m .. la is particularly use-
- . ::;:'c.";.L,-,:~ ~ .. -: : .. ~::lw. 
..... " . at a le~~ with some 
only nolds for ~hin lenses, as incicated by 
For a general lens, ~ith an 
(2) 
(5) 
a~bi .;.:::.:;;.:~y ,:.",.-:.j,;;:::-. of element's with thickness, but w~th 'the 
.' . 
a;'~" :' ~~ 
:siven "thin len~, a.nel compo&ed 6f ,'1',' :. 
have fO:(l the v~l."iation Cl(~} of the' 





" depends on the complexi ty' of the len •.. ~ci 
This last statemen-c ae?ends on the :fol ... -
be the distance f~om the object to th~ 
first su~face. Le'c t, be the distance from 
the \.. til sut-face t'o the ( {.+l)th sct"face, 
t = l ••••••• n-l. Let t. be the distance 
Iv 
L_-------------~,--~----~--_....."., ______ ...,i_. __ i.... , i"".,"".a;,.,,: iWw ____ """---"-Ul1i1"'l .""j ..... - __ ._4\.~~' .. ' .""'~ __ ;: Q 
{, 
































_ '_._~',--"-- ___ ---:--',~" __ ::'""~_. c\-:'"-~T"-"'--'I~". _~_ , ~=. _t""",.,.."..., ~. ~,..,."...:~~'r~·{r ~~~-,"" ~~_~~1\1"''''' 
(,- " ~I 
-.. :r ; ; 
( / 
last surface to the ',image. Consider 
a ~~,~X'axiQ.l ::,ay p~ss:!.ng thX"ough the ax;f.al 
poir:' of '::he cbjec~ a.nd the image t<1i th a 
Qi:c'ec~iQn ,.lin the image' s.paee. Let '1~~: rep~e­
seni! tlle di~ection of the ray in the interval 
~..;.sienated by the ' index 
.' . 
Then ., 
;10 • .,.... '~ 




The notatio:.. used'is illustrated in Figure 2. FoX' an obj,eot 
and it follows that 
The mlni.mum value ofi( 
is attai ..... .:..c vlh~n:'\ is unifcI"m throughout, ~lhich'onlYQbtains 
f ..-. or~t "'Cnl.n ~I;i;ns. 
We shall ill'.lstX"at~ the use of thistheot'emby considett-' 
,ing a Cooke tri.plet consisting of three thiro; lenses with 
, . 
.. p.oV7tZ;r~of2.aSa, -1+.167 t ano.2.0S3 l:'e$pectively, the two 
$'paeings eaoh being 0.19.2. Thii:~ is a l.tnit power syste;r. ,and 
't;"(~" have; 
~~ J 
to :Ii ..",;.00' . ~l", ,;: if 0 
t ..., 0.1"92 ~ - +2.083 1 .. -, . 
t; 2 
;: 0.192 "i·~= -0.417 
. 
...... .... 0.68 ~'i" = +1 
'-3 -
.... '" 
i· .«-.= 0 .680' 
~, . (: 
';h~ theotler.1. stated ctbove holds equally well' for- thiok-
lenses. The constant ,~. can be q,ui te laX"ge for s()me-tYne~ 
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2. ~ .. ~ ~··~i::t.:l 
- R(~=, :;.I\~ :::: "')~1 
-
o f ~.:he lens 
.. . CO:4·~~.lr.2l"~:l'v~ 
the l','Iecipl,"Iocals of tbe. 
-~l r.l m. This assumPtion 
( "' 0;
Q
"':- .::' .;".,.,. .• , -"On _ .. -- c.~_" .. , C":::~-'e ;;:;::-. dad 'I ..... ..... . .;.....;....... ' ..... ~.t; ;.,.:.~~_ .... 
l;;:tion OVel' 't:,e field, '~hich allows us to use 1;:le speo-
F~"'om a. nractical 'Ooint of view 'this 
- . 
of Course t:otally unacceptable ti t~ .~. 
is hOi-revel'" :i:'aquired if tve tvish tq> obtain any insight at 
~!l i:1 \;h~ ~l:.owable values of c", • 
... 
I. . ~. I VJ.Sl.D e region,: on axis 
II visible r~gion. AvlAR 
IiT U.v. Y'le;a': on AtvAR -- •. o~ .. , ... • • 
IV I.R. regiol'l' 
, 
AvlAR 
?or the design goal we have: 
lens·,-f'ilm film 
..... lens 
• I 20"0 170 
---,. .. 
75 170 ... .t.. 135 
I1I 24 aD 
IV 28 89 
". 
; 
-$4.*", ·~.~4,¥ ,q 
.; 









~ -. \ 

























' .. ;. 
\" 
l\'ee?ing the "B~ssel iactor tf 1.22 as a:: safety margin, we find 
*.:a;<ing the reQiprocals of 
Assurr.ing an ,F /2 a Omm lJans, 
and opt:':-.UIl\ re::ocussing, this leacs to! 
..I. .... _- .. 




. . ~ , 
...... - .0., 145 • 10-5 , 
... 
.. r.v ,cl ' , . 12v • 1Q-0 
C~$e I does ~ot apoly as tha . .. is inace'luate. 
The same oalcu:ation fOI" the acceptable system da)~~, leads to: 





C<t 112 • '1 ~~5 .I. .... .... _v 
... 
j ..... -
, c-- ' " -3eO • 10 .. 5 ... J.J. ,. .L .... 
!V . 21.f.Q 10-5 • 0 .. " .. 
, .1. ' 
Assurn.ing, ,a 'r,t value 'of 1.5 i~ a." . d· ..;.. d ~n.J.ca",e in section J., 
we !lave the fo2.10wing upper limits for °l'~-
Dasi~n Goal Acoe12table . 
" ! 39 
":'T 25 75 .... 
I • ',I "'I-
.i. .L 97 240 , 
... IV 80 160 • 10-0 
'i. Axial Coler ior.O.2):Co 1.Q Micron Range. 
.. In discussing a possible solutio~ t'li th a plura11 ty of. sp~ctral ,,,,,... , . 
r~gior..s, \·lehave restrict~d ourselves to. the combinat.ion. of CaFi':., 
and fused c;,t'.artz:.< since this is the better combina~"rt~ .even ;it::.:ne," 
I ":i\ onlyobnsider t.Ja'iJelengths e~·~:::0eding,. 3 reier-ons. 
~ ,', 
























-- .'-,.~,' i"~'''-''"''-'':''''''"''':':M'':-'''' ::~';~--.. ~~ "'--'~1""",'-<"''''?r-~'''''!'>/'''> ,I 
f 




, ~-COU~.~1: .:=el"i~lS • 
': z , - 2 .. 5385, for. 
P£HfE: - Err' No'-h 
C't'f'I "u:5 . ) lOS • \X2-:-rZl ' .. J; ~ .... ~:-...... ....'" , . ) 
.... -
-- ~ . ....." ... ,..~ 
"-;11" __ .... V~l, . .,l 
_1iI~l .... --.~ 
.2 r;t:'~ !';-871 -,;. t".t~,J ') Ij 
'i-J:.l 3495 .... -
* 2 ~.j 2 7 +26Ly 2221 
.2537 +1226 1672 012.55204 +310 1700 
.28035 +29!r 1349 




, "'t ".. ... 
722 
. ...,,, 
'\- .1. ,j !: . 
.... 
+101 486 
~ ,:) .. j 
.3.6 +10~: 282 
.38 
.;. 3.3 133 










.. a +18 
-lO17 ':J ,~" . 




Once this tab:',~ is calchlated, the usefulness',ct' e.quation (S)". 
all possi~le secondary spectl'~m curVes oan be found 
by add:'ng 'to ! , . . 
·the second column a mul t:l.ple of the thl.J:'Q column. '; 
A graph of c1T as taoul.:::t15d against the wav~lengthi$ ,shown 
Obserovation of this g~aph shows 'tha'tthe values o'{ 
I , 
He:.ce 
, a.nd for all wavelengths shol"tel" than .;rt....' 
t;·je had no choice but to disregard the part of 
• t 
. ~ .. 
.. 

















































... 6: • 10-5 
-51 • 10-5 
o 
-lB. 
. Note thCi.i: o;hece valu~s:l' 4 ,'are about twice 
as ·$malJ~ as t:'1e values' usually enoountel"ed ';'1i th ol:'dina.~'y 
glasses. This:'5 a-..:.e to the (well 'x;nov-ll'lJ fortunate character-
Coml'(i~ing -chese values lid th l:he reCluil'\ements set forth:-ln 
seotion 2 'VIe se.~ ·ch,:.j. t the. design goal v1i11 not be met~~ut· 
that' the a<::ceptlitole A~'lAR of ';1 SJ.. hmn at F / S do~s not seem to ." ,,f,. 
be impossible~ 
'. .' # Ne~t eo;)'sidet'ing the ,:'egicn Ironi C.7 to 1.0 microns, we 
. 
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__ Corepa~ir.g ·chese results. included in Figure· 5:> withth~ re-
'1.uirement's estal:>lished in section i shows ",ha-l: the design goa'l 
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r 1 f ., r 
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-£Z"o;n 0.3 to o.~ mio~ons, W6 
















in this :region leads also 




possibil:' ties outlirl.6d aboiTe prese~4t 
and $ubs~quent use of three 
l""egion 
defeQ~s ~~e ~~~)~~e of this study. 
,1 
One ')ossi~ili -'cy is ... , 
to design do lens such that ,.by cha.ngi~g one 
i::.nO-Cfler. Useful as this method may seam to be, not:too muobfaith 
:' '.. ' . 
• I 
".,~ ............ ~.,. _'i 
.. - .,.... ,'- ~.,... 
" -- The fields of vie.~v called ro!' r~quil"'e tight 
J, <, 
, ~. 
w~._p_ ....... ' ..... - .. ' ••• - •• - .... ,::..:...-..; ....... p;:;, '~c.. ."~~f oQ. gOOe4 Ir.onooi1ro~~atic correctZC>!l_ 
Full com?e.nsa"cion, t'aking all aberI'ations into account, p:rese;'f1;ts 
a fO~T.lidable design Pl."oblerr;. 
• 
. .;. third possibili t:l seerr.s a good deal more att:-active to us.. 
wi th a near zero pOt"er m~3.y be used 
to shift -:;::e color correction. These dl::>~blets may be placed right 
" 

























. , .. ~' ': . 
. .. ~ 
,~ 
f ... · ... ·, [ 








cone tneir mounts can at 
fiJ.t~rs. From a. 
For 




3.6073 Quartz .. 2.6073 
i.e. & powe~ r~t!c of 1.3835. 
l.3S93. ;;"1 ""d~ing a doublet t'li'ttl· a posi ti ve 
ncza1:ive qu~t"'tz cO~pO:l(~~l"t, each t-lith a power' 
• 
of a .lOl... cO:""'I~~o';ion fot" the regio:l f:c-om O. 7 to 1 miCl"'ons requires 
a pOvJar :o'"!a'tio of 1.5929.. Here the cOl":r'Iecting doublet t-lill have a 
negative Ca?2 CC;~1:)Onen-::: a~d a positive quartz oomponer~t~ the 
power of each being 0.921. 
. . 
The indices of CaP 2 ana quar'tz are ratherolose, which ,...eaucaa 
the influence oft-has. auxilial"Y lenses on the monoohromatic 
.t a;b~t':~a:tion$" The c'(?mponent pOi.<1era of the tR correcting lens are 
. 
the fo~rn of a cementec trir·let 
." 
.,' " .. 
see::.$ indicated,~ The effect of these :.enseson the spherochromati$rn, 
in combination with the sphe~och~omatism of ~he main. lens, con-
stitutes a study by itself. 
. Reo,ornmc:1cc-cions 
.' r •• 









































./'. j ,.: ... ~ • .,:~ 10" ..... ! ~"./ ~ 
.. ~.... . 
• ~.'~:.~ ¥ :-: l.~..1..\,,~ ~". ", ... ':.3: 
........... , .... 
! ... 4 i .... I .. 
.,. liIt,~·.. 




2 5 c.\Jr.l'\~;-:;S 
0.4 - J.7 ~icrons 




doub:~ts as dascrihed in 
shape,~~d location 
of 't:~e system in t:e regions f~om 
o~~ microns and from 0.1 ~b 1.0 microns • 
• 3. 1 t is iT.,c-:.;ati va that e.n:! f<":l"'''Che:..'' effort to obtain perfor-
ma~c~ ~~ ~~c ~ez:o~ from 0.2 to 0.3 ~icrons is preceded by 
in this reg:ion. 
.... 
p~ alternative is 
pl" -<!l .: ... ;..~ . 
IV. TiDe Ph~:~d Prc~~&~ ?J ~ 
" - ~ 
:n '::!1(; ~~ovo report.on tha len~ f(~asib£3:;ity Si:u<lY #103701 With 
regard 'co a 'vide spec't:'al ra.nge lens for an astro~1.aut' s camera, we 
have discussedtl:a difficulties i~volved in the design of a lens 
as p.::.:, the s?ec:'fications of S~otion I-C. 
• 
Sho:c-"t of t!sing "th:,ae separate lenses, tole belieyethat the best 
c 
• a.pproach to the problem consists of using a. UV and IR "tX'~smi 1:ting' 
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~-' "C_-~ __ ~ c •• -,-~---~ .... """--""l! -'-'1 
..... " 
if!' 
onG to shift 
color 
'.. .., t I',.......· I )' • <;.... _. _., ... D" ... • "' ... ,-, " ....... "" · .... e·,..,c· .. r.~.-
... \0 •• __ Wi '-I,.i ., Ii4." ..... .,; .. , - ..... iJ,./" : .........:! ........ , 
conzi~e~ it feasible to eesign ~ ~Q~ractive 
. . 
1:i'.e ~;;::.n 
~~te~iuls to be used. 
gOOl.ls stated i~'l yout" request fot' G;uotation may well approach. and 
. ~venexc$ed,· foUl."\ months. The design of the oOl;'I'ection 'lettses 
.. 
• 
(. , ",fo~ the I:::t ~nd 'UV vli1:' re;q.'.lire about one month each aooot'ding ,to , . ,.' ~. t 
I·, 
""I', . !. 
'.;, "1" ".;' !" 
fl." t:' :,' ',.' " 
f, ~.~ . 






our bes~ es~i~a~e~. 
We further note tha't the tota,l l.ength t'equil'ement of 4 1/4u 
fu~the:t" cotn?lic~~~~c '~h~ design pro1:Jlem. Any rel~xation of this 
-require;:-.'e:-.. I: v.ri2.1) in our c'pinion~ lead to a bette~ quality lens. 
To accom~lishtli.echange frort. one $pect:::~al t'ange to anothel:' 
we s~gg~st'th~t the correction elem~n1:st combined with appropriate 
filta~sJ b~ mou~t:ed in a lilu;ar slid(' J.~atherthan in a turret. 
-, 
Our D~atiJ'ing ,No. SSP-S30' (Figul."Ie 7) shows our preliminary es.timate 
.. ~ • • 10.- •• , . ' j, " 
of the opti.oal. configuration for a t<1iae spectral, ~a~8e,~er.~.'; ,.~, '.' 
t·~,:,. \ t.J +:' .. i)/ ,\.", .' :~ .,' 
Our budgetary" e$t~mage fo"lft tl)e optioaland mechan1Q'al~dea~gll' 
of the assembly is $o6~oao.oo~ wl'liob.,_pr9gpam woul~ have adur~tiJn" 
, , 
of app:boxiTjQ,tely 6 r.1onths. 
-.. 
Our fabrication estimate on one unit is $29,000.00, and on 
h '.. • $"" 2 000 00 h These 00,',\ ld be bu';l-:-· w.;th ... ; ~ _-r';ve' t .. X'lee i.UU.''CS;''5 4' t. ..eao. 104 ... .. ... _ u ... 
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